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Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

Stag-her Debate Still
Raises Concerns

Faculty Butts Heads
With Administration

Debra De Shong
News Editor

After what can only be
described as a tense and emotional meeting, the University
Council has reluctantly agreed to
instruct the Community Life
Committee to review the current
policies and procedures concerning sexual assault and harrasment
and to consider the possibility of
hiring of an outside consultant to
examine this issue at Fairfield.
This stems from a proposal put
forth by the faculty that urges the
President of the University, Fr.
Kelley, to hire an outside source
in the near future. The proposal,
which was passed by the Academic Council on Monday, was
presented to the University Council, where it was stopped dead in
its tracks. What ensued was a
heated and often personal debate.
Dr. Lucy Katz, a member of the economics department,

addressed the council saying that
this proposal comes out of a semester in which several situations
of assault and rape have been
brought to the attention of the faculty. Katz feels that whatever is
being done to address sexual assault on campus, is not adequate.
"Whatever is being done just isn't
doing it." She requested that an
outsider be hired to take a fresh
look at the situation.
Dr. Vincent Rosivach, another representative of the faculty
who addressed the Committee said,
"If we get someone in here who is
an expert to look at our policies
and procedures, if there is smoke
and no fire, than everyone will
have confidence in these policies."
Assistant dean of university activities, Jim Fitzpatrick and
Vice president of Student Services,
William Shimpf, vehemently opposed the obtainment of an outside source, claiming that the
sources already in place were well
equipped to handle the type of

inquiry described by the faculty.
Fitzpatrick called the proposal a
"drastic proposal" and chastised
the faculty for "omitting steps in
their research of the issue." Both
claimed that procedures already
installed are adequate to deal with
the situation.
Shimpf said that to bring
in an outside source would bring
with it "the notion that the community itself cannot deal with the
problem."
After almost two hours
of bickering about procedure, patients began to wear thin and Katz
said, "Wake up. We should not
be arguing about procedures.
Women are being assaulted and
writing procedures can't do it."
Student Fiona Edwards
said, "The only thing stopping us
from getting the outside source is
pride, and suck it up. We have to
deal with this." She feels the conflict concerning the proposal is a
question of what are the needs of
(continued on p.4)

Forum Exposes Censorship
On Campus
Debra De Shong
News Editor

As the sign facing North
Benson Road says, Fairfield is
fulfilling "The Jesuit Ideal." But
if someone were to ask you what
it is, would you be able to answer?,This ambiguous concept
may not be obvious to students,
but it is definitely shaping the
atmosphere in which they live and
work. It is this ideal that many cite
in deciding what students hear,

see and know on campus.
In a public forum called
"Censorship on Campus" sponsored by the Politics Honor Society on Monday, it was revealed
that Peer Counselors have been
instructed that when conducting
seminars on AIDS awareness, they
cannot mention that condoms are
a form of prevention. Echoing the
sentiments of the Catholic Church,
they must say that abstinence is
the only form of prevention.
Last year, during AIDS
c£**=» anrf lrnr\u; r\r\ famniic -^

an
awareness
week, pamphlets on
condoms were confiscated and
the counselors were told that visiting lecturers from Bridgeport
could not mention condoms.
No source could be pinpointed with the responsibility of
handing down the decision and
director Barry Vesiglio was unavailable to comment.
Bookstore manager
Douglas Brouder says that no one
has ever expressly told him not to
(continued on p. 4)

Debra De Shong
News Editor

Although a weak compromise has been made, it is obvious that the question of the
renamiatng of the Stag Her Inn is
still generating debate among students and faculty alike. At the
forum sponsored by the Politics
Honor Society on Monday, titled
"Censorship on Campus," the
open discussion among students
quickly turned into a debate over
the name of the Stag Her.
Senior Ann Black questioned the FUSA Senate's blanket statements that "the students"

were in opposition to renaming
the snack bar. "Who decided that
the Senate would take that position. Was there some kind of
vote?" she asked. Black's concern was for the many students
who are not in agreement with the
Senate's vehement opposition to
changing the name. She questioned whether or not the fact that
students might want the name to
be change was taken into consideration.
The sentiment expressed
in the discussion did not echo that
put forth by the FUSA Senate:
that the name change being
(continued on p. 3)

This Christmas, Celebrate the Birthday of... Mithra??
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief

Forthoseof you who think
Christians invented Christmas,
think again. In fact, most Christian traditions and practices
spawned from pagan Greek traditions, among others.
Forexample, take December 25th, the date we observe as
the birthday of Christ. Early Christians didn't even consider this date
at first. They had narrowed down
their choice to two days, either
March 25 or January 6. March 25
falls on the vernal equinox and
signifies springtime, a time of renewal. January 6 celebrates the
feast of the Epiphany, the visitation of the Christ Child by the

three Magi.
Perhaps the first Christians
shied away from December 25
because it already marked the birthday of another cult figure. Mithra
was the date's original birthday
boy, according to Dr. Ronald
Davidson, professor of Religious
Studies at Fairfield.
"One of the most important traditions to impact Christianity is the Mithraic," says Davidson.
"The first mention of Mithra was
around the twelfth century B.C."
Obviously, this Mithra
character predates the emergence
of Jesus onto the cult scene. But
the two figures have several striking similarities.
For starters, Mithra is also
regarded as a savior.

"Mithra interceded between the Supreme Being and
man on behalf of man," Davidson
states. "At some point, in Roman
times, around the third century
A.D., Mithra was identified with
Sol Invinctus, or the 'Invincible
Sun,' his Roman cohort."
The Mithraic tradition
did not arbitrarily choose December 25 as the birthdate of its culture hero. The day signifies the
return of the sun, of light. And
"The evergreen represents the
return of the sun, which makes
the tree grow, and also eternal
life," Davidson explains. "Mithra
would sprout from the evergreen
tree."
Even the stories about the
Wise Men, the three Magi who
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visited the infant Jesus with gifts
of gold, myrrh, and frankincense
and who are celebrated in Christianity on January 6, descended
from this tradition. After all, says
Davidson, the Magi were priests
of the cult of Mithra. That's why
offerings are made to the Christmas evergreen tree on his birthday and why we put gifts under
our own Christmas trees. The
gifts of the Magi to the savior of
the world are incorporated into
the cult.
The Mithraic cult was
popular among the Roman military and, because of Christianity' s
similarity to the Mithraic traditions, it was easy to make the
changeover to the newer religion.
Both belief systems have similar

J
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ideologies, such as the idea of a
soul and the savior as a divine
man.
The cult was not too popular with the Church, however.
"The Mithraic cult was so
threatening to the early Church
that two of the early Church fathers, Justin MartyrandTertullian,
termed it and the Greek cults as
'diabolical imitations of Christianity,'" says Davidson.
However, this fear of
Mithra's devilish influences did
not stop the Christian Church from
adopting December 25 as the
birthdate of its own culture hero.
So as you offer up your
gifts to the evergreen tree this
Christmas, remember that it's
Mithra's birthday, too.

Stags Snatch
Tourney Title
page 20
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Students Welcome University's
Plan to Improve Library
.1 en niter Luongo

Assistant News Editor
"We need a library that
matches the quality of this University," explains Barbara Bryan,
the Fairfield University Librarian . One of the top priorities of the
University's new Long Range
Plan is the improvement of the
Nyselius Library'. The Long Range
Planning Committee, which is
made up of students, faculty, and
administration, wants to enlarge
the library's collections, by essentially increasing the amount of
books the library holds.
For the 1990-1991 academic year, 223,644 books, including bound periodicals were
available at the library. In addition to improving this collection,
the University would also like to
ultimately do away with the
library's card catalogue system
and replace it with the University's
own automated system.
Students welcome plans
to improve the library. Many are
frustrated there are not enough
books and feel it is a great weakness for the University.
Dolores Martinez, '94,
once had to call her brother, who
attends Rutgers University, and
have him take out some of the
books she needed for a paper because Fairfield did not have them.
Martinez, a Fine Arts
major, said, "There are not enough
art books at the library. If you do
not get there even a few weeks

Cheers
Tom Kocienda uses the library computer.
before a paper is due, there is nothing left." Pamela Hardy, '94, feels
that improving the library will
make research much easier for the
students. Hardy explained, "When
people see the improvement,
they'll use the library more."
Brian Fitzgerald, '94, an
English major, is very enthusiastic
about the upcoming improvements
in the library. Fitzgerald said, "The
addition of the new books, coupled
with the recent addition of the online catalogue will make Nyselius
Library a researcher's dream."
The University is now
making every effort to find the
funds to make the improvements
of the library possible. Apart from
internal funds, the University is
seeking outside funding through
grants.
Due to a grant from the

photo: K. Guterl

E.L. Cord Foundation, this summer the University was able to
install the CD-Rom Reference
Center in the reference section of
the library.
The Local Area Network that is set up allows multiple access to different subject
areas while staying at one computer terminal..
Among the twelve databases available are the MLA
Bibliography,
PsycLit,
WordScope, and ABI/Inform.
Maureen Kindilien, the Reference Librarian, said that there
has been a very good response
from students to the CD-Rom
Workstations.
Kindilien said, "They
are access points for people. It's
opened up a bit more information
to us."

Campus Beat
Debra De Shong

.to Christmas is a
coming..to the end of classes..to
Christmas parties..to nicely decorated houses like TH 155..to finally finishing a Grad School
application..to blowing off
steam..to real friends., and to
knowing who they are and who
they aren't..to being kissed under
mislejOctQ the Spanish guitar at
the Big house..to double dates to
see Aladdin..to body shots..to
beach people in the TH's..to TH
85... to bounty paper towels, .to NY
trips..to FAO Shwartz..to free
birthday dinners..to lighting
Christmas trees..to surviving the
stress day from hell., to the Claver
proposal..to late night movies..to
the Claver man..to explorers..to
Boston trips with friends..to one
last class with Dr. Bongiorncto
priority..to poor destitute friends
who will go out with you and your
date when you don't want to go
alone..to the towel man..to the
olive green suit guy..to eating
cherry soup...to men, money,
beer..to
late
nights..to
cohabitation..to Johnny Envelope
on WVOF..to beloved Gonzaga
roommates who decide not to
transfer..to Gonzaga's trip to
Boston..to going home for a long
weekend with someone special..to
"surprises" at surprise parties..to
the great Fatchamara..to the upcoming Halian dance...

Boos
..to finals..to people who
have temper tantrums..to getting
your
keg
stolen..
to
interruptions..to watching the
game from the stands..to roommates with attitudes..to coffin
nails and bad knees..to high school
pitchers..toloudDolan 3 guys who
play lasemtag all night..to:jeeps; ijthat jiafi'fcnirilYjaiati the..raiairtbrr.n
'rooTflmates who talk toomilch.'.to—n
losing with six seconds left.to
late bus drivers..to swallowing
half the pool in the middle of a
race..to4am phone calls, again..to
ten crank calls in one night.to
pirate gypsies with earrings..to
girls who go after their friends'
guys..to getting sucker punched
at high school reunions..to tank
tops in November, .to little miss "I
have breasts and like to show them
off'..to the upcoming townhouse
lottery..to the ending of Dr.
Bongiorno's class..to friends who
think you want them to live with
you- NOT!!..to moo, chew, and
goo..to people who ruin Christmas parties..to sewer rats., to
phones that never ring..to Claver
3 men with goatees..to racial
tension..to cinnamon spray..to
eating cherry soup..to hallmates
that steal your TV/VCR..to the
pumkin lady impersonator..to
non-hitting poke checkers..to TH
125..to people who don't socialize—you know who you are..to
ice cubes..to no birthday cakes at
surprise parties.

News Editor

* The man who allegedly exposed himself to a student last year in the library, was seen
again on Nov. 29, acting suspicious in the library lounge. He is described as a white male, clean
shaven, with long dirty-blonde, straight hair. He is of slender build, approximately 5'10" to
5'11", in his late 20's, and has a prominent hooked nose with a bump on it. He was wearing tan
pants, a bluejacket and two-toned sneakers. He is believed to be driving a red, two door Jeep.
If you see anyone with this description on campus, alert security immediately at 254-4090.

Classified
Sporting Goods Part time Cashier positions. Flexible Hours for
both weekdays and weekends. Exciting work environment and
excellent pay. Contact Jill at 846-0152.

* Around midnight on Nov. 24, there was a report of a broken window at Dolan Hall.
* In the evening of Nov. 28, a rock was thrown through the window of a townhouse.
* Apparently, a thief with a fetish for jeans struck the laundry room in Campion on Nov. 30
and stole two pairs of jeans.
* A ring was taken from the women's bathroom in Loyola Hall on December 3.
* An intoxicated student was taken to the hospital from Gonzaga Hall on December 3.

Campus Crier
Human Resources is presenting an "Alternative Retirement Program" by Fidelity Investments in Gonzaga Auditorium at
1:30 pm and 3 pm and 4:30 pm on Thursday, Dec. 10 and from 9
am to 2:30 pm on Friday, Dec. 11.
The Fairfield University Glee Club and Chamber Singers
with Festival Brass will present, "Christmas-The World Sings" on
Friday Dec. 11 at 8 pm and again on Saturday at 2 pm in the Kelley
Theatre. Tickets for students are $3.
FUSA films presents "Unlawful Entry" in Gonzaga Auditorium on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 12 at 8 pm, and Sunday at
7 and 9:30 pm.
The Nebraska Theatre Caravan will perform "A Christmas Carol" at the Kelley Theatre at
3 pm and 7:30 pm on Sunday December 13. Special rates for students and staff are available.
Representatives of the Educational Trust Fund of Connecticut Society of Certified Public
Accountants recently presented.Fairfield University's Department of Accounting and Accounting
Club, with grants of $1,000 and $500 during the annual dinner.

CASH FOR SENIORS!
Members of the Class of '93 could receive
financial assistance to meet that last
tuition bill this spring.
As their senior gift to Fairfield, the Class
of 1983 established a scholarship fund to
recognize a member of each senior class
who nas contributed significantly to the
quality of life at Fairfield.through participation in campus and community activities.
In addition to extracurricular involvement,
students will be evaluated on their academic record (a minimum G.P.A. of 2.5 is
required), financial need, and a letter of
support from a faculty, staff, or administration member (recommended but not required).
The award, which will pay out approximately $350 this spring, will be applied
directly to the recipient's tuition.
Class of 1983 scholarship applications
are available at the Alumni House, right at
the Round Hill Road entrance to campus.
The deadline for .returning completed applications is Tuesday,
December 15 by
f
4:00 p.m.
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WHAT IN THE WORLD

U.S. Forces Face Dangerous
Mission Of Mercy

Did You Hear ?
Debra DeShong and Jennifer Luongo
News Editor
Assistant News Editor

* President-elect has chosen Senator Lloyd Bentsen to be
his Treasury Secretary. This is seen as a political symbol that the
deadlock between the White House and Congress is officially
over. Senator Daniel Moynihan, (D) of New York is expected to
fill Bentsen's position as Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee.

Debra DeShong
News Editor

Finally after months of
criticism, the United Nations Security Council has agreed to send
a world coalition of forces to ensure the distribution of food in
war torn Somalia. The mass starvation in Somalia is due not to a
lack of food but to the instability
inflicted on the country due to a
revolution. The streets are filled
with civilian snipers in a chaos
reminiscent of Beiccrtnind' (Vietnam. U.S. troops leading tHetflT
coalition face the task of stabilizing the area so that the 12,000 tons
of UN relief supplies can be issued. The U.S. plans to send about
28,000 troops, by far the greatest
contribution among the coalition.
The U.S. hopes that its
forces will be able to alleviate the
suffering, but troops may be stepping into more danger than they
realize. The American Ambassador to Kenya, Smith Hempstone,
Jr., sent a strong warning to Washington saying that Somalia is more
dangerous than they realize and it
is not in America's interest to
send American troops.
Smith points out that

* U.S. troops heading to Somalia may be facing an increasingly difficult task. Mogadishu, the capital, has been compared to
Beirut in that it is strewn with snipers and citizens are heavily
armed. Repeated efforts to move parts of the 12.000 ton shipment
of wheat from the UN have been thwarted by warlords, refusing
safe passage.
* Russian President Boris Yeltsin is holding onto power by
a mere handful of votes. Last week, Parliament failed by only a few
votes to pass constitutional amendments that would have diluted
Yeltsin's control and shifted power to a legislative body under
control of hard-liners.

armed Somali clans are tougher
than Americans think and they
plan to inflict casualties. Smith
says Somali's are born guerrillas
who will mine the roads, lay ambushes and do everything in their
power to stop the convoys of supplies.
The UN Security Council recognizes that peace will not
be brought to Somalia until the
revolutionary Somali clans are

disarmed. However, the goal for
forces now is to merely ensure
that relief funds are distributed.
The United Nations estimates that
100,000 tons of food are needed
to merely avoid starvation. So far,
only 12,000 tons have been sent.
As many as 50 children a day are
dying in one particularly hard hit
city, and it is expected that the
numbers will climb before it stabilizes.

Germany Responds to Growing
Violence and Nazi Resurgence

* In India this week, a mob of thousands of militants
stormed a 16th century mosque. The mob demolished the mosque
with hammers and their bare hands. It is reported that at least three
were killed during the raid and over 200 in riots that ensued in
surrounding areas.
* Swiss voters vetoed a Government-backed plan to move
toward economic integration with the European Community,
choosing their neutrality over the risks and opportunities offered
by Europe.
* Women made up half of the 32 Americans named as
Rhodes Scholars this week. Women became eligible in 1976 and
the greatest numberof women chosen in the previous years was 14,
according to David Alexander, American secretary for the Rhodes
Scholarship, Trust of Pomona College in Claremont, California.
* Heavy shelling and infantry clashes along the western
suburbs of Sarajevo shut down the Bosnian capital's telephone,
water and electricity systems. The fighting also prevented United
Nations workers from reaching the civilians still trapped by
fighting the suburb of Otes.

Debra De Shong
News Editor
German citizens are
showing in resounding numbers
that they do not approve of growing anti-semitic and anti-foreigner
violence that has reappeared in
recent years. In one of Germany's
largest demonstrations against
intolerance, and Tightest violence
was held last week when more
than 300,000 Germans marched
peacefully throughout the city of
Munich.
This comes on the heels of last
weeks proclamation that the German government will attempt to
outlaw the neo-Nazi group, The
National Front. Minister of Justice Sabine Leutheusser-

* President-elect Bill Clinton plans to expand on this
week's announcement of Cabinet appointments. He will be including posts to be filled by female and minority appointees.

Stag Her Debate Cont. from P. 1

Schnarrenberger has said that she
is trying to outlaw all Nazi symbols and "forms of greeting."
The most serious recent
instance of xenophobic violence
UUli

occurred last weekend when a
Turkish 19 year-old was stabbed
in the chest by a skinhead. The
assailant was arrested and charged
with attempted murder.

Campus Ministry has been given
800 toys for children who have
AIDS/HIV disease or whose
parents have, or have died from,
HIV/AIDS. On Dec. 13th, after the
7 p.m. Christmas Mass in Alumni Hall,
everyone is invited to come to the
Campus Center lobby for refreshments
provided by FUSA, and then come into
the Oak Room to help wrap the presents.
It will be the best gift you will give,
or receive, this Christmas.

rammed down students throats in
another example of administrative bully tactics. Rather the debate was whether or not the name
was offensive and if the complaints
of one group merited changing the
name.
Senior
Annemarie
Guglielmo said that she neverconsidered the name to be offensive.
"I never even thought of it in the
context that it is considered offensive until someone pointed it out
to me." She also asserted that the
name "Stag Her" was named in
1970, without malicious intent.

merely to include both the mascot
and the fact that Fairfield had
recently become co-ed.
Guglielmo's sentiments
were challenged by a student who
said that just because at the time it
was not considered offensive, now
people are more aware of certain
issues and things should change
accordingly.
Dr. Donald Greenberg.
a professor in the politics department, said the issue has received
much publicity but, "the issue that
it is inherently demeaning and
sexist has not been addressed."

' cFamous since 56

GIANT SIZE SUBMARINES SANWICHES

10% off with student I.D.
(offer not valid with another coupon)

THE FOLKS HERE AT JERSEY MIKES
WISH YOU HAPPY HOLIDAYS AND
THE BEST OF LUCK ON YOUR FINALS!
• 1700 POST ROAD • HERITAGE SQUARE •

259-7373
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Banac Details Situation in Yugoslavia
Caitlin Whelan
Staff Writer
The civil war that tears
apart Yugoslavia has reached a
point of no return and by ignoring
the situation, the world is reducing the chances for peace in that
nation. This was the message delivered by Ivo Banac, a professor
of history at Yale University who
spoke last Thursday on the topic
of "The Dissolution of Yugoslavia." Banac is the the author of
two award-winning books on
Yugoslavia and is the editor of the
journal, "East European Politics
and Societies."
Dr. Banac's talk, sponsored by the History Department,
the Political Science Department,
and the International Relations
Club, was aimed at explaining the
events leading up to the breakup
of Yugoslavia, which Banac referred to as a "very different topic
that, it seems to me, is not fully
understood."
Dr. Banac began by
speaking about the infiltration of
communism in Yugoslavia and
the question of nationality. Banac
referred to what he called a "perpetual mobile," the rotation in the
leadership of the communist party
following the death of President
Josip Broz Tito. After Tito's death,
says Banac, it was difficult to
come to a solution to the question
of nationality. From this point,
Banac moved into the heart of his
speech, the proposed solutions to
government, to "try to share the
sc iome, divided into eight phases,

Dr. Ivo Banac discusses the situation in Yugoslavia.

photo: J. MclVlullin

to understand what happened
next."
The first phase Banac
discussed, from 1981 to 1987, he
referred to as the period in which
Serbia advanced the program
originally denounced by the communists. The proposed solution,
says Banac, was for Serbia to
recentralize the country. Banac
called the second phase, from 1987
to 1989,the "high point ofSerbian
assertiveness."
By 1987, says Banac,
Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic initiated an anti-bureaucratic revolution by removing officials who distracted efforts for

recentralization. By June 28,1989,
Banac stated, Milosevic announced at a rally that the state
goals of Serbia would be realized
peacefully if possible, but if not,
by whatever means necessary. At
this point, said Banac, "the structure of the party remained; the
ideological combat, the fluid, was
changed and corrupted with Communism."
The period from the fall
of 1989 through 1990, Banac
called the "Northwestern Phase."
The events in this phase occurred
against the "background of events
in Eastern Europe into the fall of
1989." During this time, Banac

says, the Liberal forces prevailed
inside the communist party, permitting things already won in
Eastern Europe.
Banac said that the "increasing split inside the communist party. . .could only lead to,
and did lead to the split in the
Federalist party." In the spring of
1990, Banac stated, the curtain
was pulled on the communist
party.
The elections in April of
1990 were won by anti-communists. It was during this time,
Banac said, that there developed
an "increasing nationalist party..
.the army's development of a neocommunist platform. . ." and the
knowledge that "Socialism in
Yugoslavia was not dead."
Banac referred to 1991
as the phase of "phony negotiations." During this time, he said,
there was the "total emancipation
of the army from any federal control," and two attempts for a coup
d'etat by the military. Banac says
that the "presence of the military
in politics was notable." In May
of 1991 Europe and the United
States were brought into the situation.
The summer of 1991, the
phase of "open negotiations," was
cut short by the outbreak of war in
Croatia in September of 1991.
Banac feels that the "beginning of
the conferences still and will continue to try the minds of historians, but will be ineffective." What
followed, said Banac, was the
collapse of all federal institutions:
"the federal presidency ceased
operating. . .Serbia called all the

shots.. .the virtual end of Slavinia.
. .the collapse Yugoslavia as a
viable ideology." The further attempts by the United Nations to
bring about a settlement, Banac
added, made the situation vulnerable.
Regarding the final
phase toward nationality, Banac
says that "in some respects, we
are still in it." With the tipping of
the balance of power in Bosnia,
says Banac, "the point of no return was reached. It was necessary to see where the other republics stood on the question of independence."
In the referendum in
March of 1992, the position in
favor of independence won by
over sixty percent, according to
Dr. Banac. The United States recbgri'i'zed aid for Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Dr. Banac sees encouragement in the "many attempts, most recently in London,
to create a national basis for the
resolution of internal conflict."
In regards to the method
of United States interaction that
might be taken, Banac says that
"no interaction is bad news.. .what
can be done is to lift the arms
embargo on Bosnia and
Herzegovina.. .the first thing that
should be done.
Second, use the Air
Force and have a decided effect
on what happens in Bosnia and
Herzegovina." These attempts,
Banac says, would be "quite realistic in the interest if viable security in Eastern Europe and in the
interest of peace in the whole
world."

University Council Cont'd from p. 1

Commissioner Makes Proposals
for a Cleaner Environment
Karen LoCurto
Staff Writer
The environment has always been a popular topic of discussion. Now however, it is out of
necessity that we must respond to
the consequences of our technological, industrial living. On Tuesday, December 1, Environmental
Protection Commissioner, Timothy Keeney, spoke on "Environmental Regulation; Agenda for
the rest of the Century." This
speaker was the last of a three part
Olin-Lectures on the Environment
series.
Keeney is head of the
Department of Environmental
Protection of the State of Connecticut. He used this topic as a
way of showing how these environmental measures could be applied to other parts of the country
and world.
Of the many topics the
Commissioner spoke about, he
proclaimed the clean-up of the
Long Island Sound as the state's
number one priority. The main
problem of the Sound is the lack
of oxygen, due to large amounts
of nitrogen. The nitrogen causes
excessive fungi growth and when
it dies it causes the depletion of
oxygen known as hypoxia. There
is an effort to cap the level of
nitrogen discharges from watertreatment plants. According *o
Keeney, there are I5sewag6 treatment plants associated with nitrogen removal.
The Commissioner called
for awareness for environmental
improvement. The legislature has

authorized a license plate for the
purpose of the environment. This
special plate, upon purchase,
raises money for a special fund
for protecting the Long Island
Sound. It will help DEP finance
restoration, education and public
access projects.
In addition to the
Commissioner's words about the
Sound, he spoke about stormwater run-off. Run-off carries
chemicals and pollutants from
highway construction, parking
lots etc., into our water systems.
He spoke about retention to capture this run-off in pools and thus
contain he pollutants and let them
settle there.
The next topic Keeney
spoke about was waste. "Waste
management includes reduction,
recycling and land refilling," according to the Commissioner. An
estimated 30 million dollars will
be spent in recycling, regional
planning and educating. Non-recyclable waste has also been addressed. Six resource recovery
facilities burn solid waste to produce energy. Keeney also stressed
improving urban centers' utilities
and transportation centers.
The Commissioner also
spoke about air. The worst problem is the ozone layer. The car is
responsible for most of the ozone
t pollution. Keeney suggested a
regional approach. According to
the Commissioner, "50% of air
pollution in Connecticut is its own,
and 50% is transported in from
winds from urban cities located in
New York. New Jersey and Delaware." Keeney spoke about a car-

bon-monoxide strategy, to reduce
increasing ozone levels. Included
in his talk was a measure to be
taken in reducing exposure of gas
vapors which are toxic to humans.
This measure includes a sleeve to
be placed over a gasoline nozzle,
to prevent gas vapors from escaping into the air.
In addition, vehicle examinations such as inspection and
maintenance are taken to test for
emissions of carbon-monoxide
and hydrocarbons. Keeney was in
favor of promoting fuel efficient
cars as well as car-pooling. To
decrease the total amount of pollution, industrial plants must give
a plan of how they will not emit
pollutants etc. Keeney hopes that
this will cause industries to become more competitive in their
development.
Lastly, the Commissioner
spoke about the future. He states
three phases of the environment:
1 Environmentalists; a new cooperative citizen. "If we first focus
locally" according to Keeney, "we
can reach out with wider political
and economic implications. If we
are a country of environmental
leadership we can teach emerging
nations what not to do."
In this way, Keeney hopes
to reconcile economic growth with
the modern environment-There is
a call to change the way we do
things for efficiency. Wecannal
just make a fass aooul the envil.
ronment and then light a^jigarette, or go for a long drive. Our
hearts may be committed to improving the environment, but we
must take action.

the school and what are the needs
of the women at this school.
Fr. Simon HarakS.J., said
that the proposal show the sense
of urgency of the problem. He
said, "We need someone in here
for a week, or a month, to listen to
all groups and find out about the
people who have this problem but

aren't coming forward.
The end result was a compromise that Dr. Katz says she
feels confident with. She stressed
that the proposal to obtain an
outside consultant was passed by
the Academic Council and she
hopes that Fr. Kelley will act on
it on his own.

Censorship Cont'd from p.l
sell condoms, "it's just an unspoken order from the powers
above." Brouder says he would
sell condoms, "hey I'm a business man, I'll sell them," he said.
The Jesuit Ideal not only
dictates what we know about
birthcontrol, but is also being
taken into consideration concerning what movies can be shown to
students on campus.
When the movie "BasicInstinct" was scheduled to be
st^OjWnin Gonzaga Auditorium,
by FUS A,.f.h|ee people expressed
concerns ab'<j)ut its representation
of homosexuals and violence.
According to assistant
dean of university activities, Jim
Fitzpatrick, the movie was postponed but upon discussion in the
University Council, it was agreed
that the movie should be shown.
However, out of this
incident, in the future, there will
be a council sub-committee to
deal with the question of "whether
or not, as a Jesuit campus, there
should be higher standards for
what can be shown on campus,"
said Fitzpatrick.
Acting ^an «L.8tUin Grosstfcri suggested
that students contact other Jesuit
institutions to see if they have the
same policies. He said, quite
sarcastically, "I have a feeling

we might be a shade behind the
times."
Disturbing as they may
be, these actions by the administration are perfectly legal. Dr.
Lucy Katz of the economics department, said. "Yes, Fairfield
has the right to censor movies or
anything else it wants to."
According to Katz,
the first amendment applies to
governments and not private institutions. We can demand that
private institutions act in accordance with the values put forth
in the first amendment, but legally they do not have to comply.
A freshman at the forum said in just a few months on
campus he could detect an "overall feeling of oppression here."
The conservative backlash happening on campus is forcing the
university to "become more and
more like preschool," he said.
SeniorStacy Irwin said
"The main concern of the administration is the image of
Fairfield in the eyes of donors
and the Board of Trustees."
According to Dr.
Donald C«fenberg, of the politics department, the problem is
that there is no place to have
ongoing debate about what values should shape our education.
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Broken Promises" to Consider this New Year's
Suzanne McCarthy
Contributing Writer

"... brought it along with
me. I'm definitely going to ask
her tonight. That is— if I get up
the nerve," John ended.
"Let me have another look
at it," Joe asked, as he swayed to
the side on his liquid legs.
John reached into the inside pocket of his tattered black
leather biker jacket and pulled out
the 1.5 carat diamond engagement ring. The standing room at
the Limelight was very limited
and'the'Jair was heavy and think
with the remains of Marlboros.
The room was brimming over with
the smell of sweating rockers, perfumed "ladies in waiting" and
Budweiser spills. People were
swaying their bodies, pounding
their feet, and thrashing their heads
in synchronicity to the steady
throbs of a Metallica tune.
John, the 25-year-old lead
singer of Riphouse, had planned
this occasion for four months.
After all, a girl is only asked for
her hand in marriage once, usually. The words. The timing. The
atmosphere. Everything had to

be perfect. But the moment never
came.
Stephanie spotted her
black-maned, jade-eyed knight in
shining armor, and made her way
across the fire-hazard-of-a-bar to
him.
"So are you two boys having fun?" Stephanie asked as she
put her cigarette out in a
half
filled
Bloody Mary.
"Sure," Joe
answered.
"Yeah,
of
course..
it
would be better if this band
had a guitarist
who could actually play
guitar! Who
are they anyway?!?" John
stated as he paid the middle aged,
tattoo-ridden bartender for two
more long-necked bottles of
Budweiser and a round of tequila
shots.
Stephanie shot him a look

Have an Earth-Friendly
Christmas
Kathi Sorcinelli
Staff Writer
Exchange presents with
the earthfor a change of pace this
year. Christmas is a time of giving
to friends, family, and the earth.
When Christmas trees grow, they
reduce carbon dioxide
in the air and
make a home
for animals.
After Christ
mas we car
give the gift
of trees back.
Christmas
has an effect
on the envi
ronment. Ac
cording to Dr
Poincelot o
the Bioloj
Department
"Trees reduce carbon dioxide in
the air. But there can be a tradeoff
depending on what you do with
the trees after Christmas. The best
solution would be to keep the trees
growing."
Some tree farms sell recyclable trees. At Jones Tree Farm
in Shelton, customers can buy
trees with roots for replanting.
Recyclable varieties include white pine, blue spruce, and
Douglas pine. A salesclerk at
Jones says "Trees for replanting
are certainly good for the environment, they're good for business too."
Recyclable trees are good
for business because they are more
expensive. Price is a c twback.

At Jones, trees for replanting cost
$10-15 per foot. Customers can
cut down trees of any size for only
$35-40. But as Senior Beth Napoleon says, the price is worth it.
"It's a way to have a traditional
Christmas without killing a tree."
But not all tree buyers,
buy to recycle. "The
ones who recycle,
recycle, the ones
who do not, do not,"
according to a
worker at Jones.
But if you
buy a cut tree, you
can give the tree to
your soil. Use the
tree for compost.
Compost is rich in
nutrients. Compost
will add nitrogen,
phosphorus, and
potassium to your
soil.
You can make your own
or drop off the tree in your town.
Check the Health Department in
your town for information on compost.
What you do after Christmas affects the environment. What
you do during Christmas does also.
Skip ti« lights and you'll save
energy.
String popcorn and berries. Use pine cones to give your
tree a natural scent. You can cut
garland from newspaper or brown
paper.
Remember to put nature
on your Christmas gift list this
year. Exchange gifts. Let the tree
continue its good effects to the
environment.

of disgust. "It's 3:00 AM! We're
leaving in twenty minutes and you
two are still drinking?! What's
wrong with you guys?!? When
are you going to grow up?"
Joe's jaw dropped wide
open and John's face remained
expressionless. The alcohol had
taken its toll and the entire night
began to fade into
the dark recesses
of
John's
memory as he
was being reprimanded. Nothing but a hazy
picture.
"Well if
you two idiots are
going to stay
here, I'm catching a ride home
with
Jen,"
Stephanie declared. The petite Barbie Doll
frame with the
high hair stormed out of the bar
never once looking back.
One hour later, John and
Joe walked out into the darkened
night. It was a welcome change
from the penetrating strobe lights

and the piercing music of night
club. As they approached the
1990 Dodge Shadow, Joe
stumbled over his own two feet
and fell onto the curb. As he
brushed the gravel and New York
City dirt from his palms and knees,
Joe slurred, "maybe you should
drive my car back home. You
had., what? Thirteen beers? Anyway, you can handle your alcohol
betterthanme. ...Alwayscould.."
Thirty five minutes later,
the police arrived at the scene of
the accident.
The burgundy sedan was
wrapped around a solid oak tree in
the side of the Garden State Parkway. The tree virtually split the
car in half, like a knife slicing
bread. Joe was seriously injured,
but would be able to speak in a
few months. John was pronounced dead three days later.
Stephanie was presented her engagement ring by Officer
O'Sullivan of the Bergen County
Police Department. It was only
by chance that he stumbled upon
it, lying in a bush thirty feet away
from he car. It didn't matter
though. She wouldn't be needing
it anymore.

Prove You're an
Adult: Drink
Responsibly
Dana Felmlee
Features Editor
In preparation for the upcoming holidays, December 7 11 has been deemed "National
Drunk and Drugged Driving
Awareness Week". And even
though it may seem like the
mantra "Don't Drink and Drive"
is relentlessly pummeled
through people's soft skulls,
there are still thousands of
D.W.I, arrests and alcohol related accidents each year.
"Drinking and driving is detrimental to your health—you
die!" says Anna Labrosciano
'95. "People who drink and
drive take no responsibility for
themselves or what they do to
others; they're stupid and selfish."
Instead of dying, or killing
someone, or just really screwing up your driving record this
holiday :-keep cab money handy
or have a designated driver, and
make sure they stick to the
commitment not to drinnk. Eat
pretzels or some other snack
while you drink to absorb
the alcohol better and above all
go out to be social, not to get
plastered; that's not mature or
acceptable behavior.

'Twas a Great Night
at Fairfield

Dana Felmlee and
Susan Kolcun
Features Editors

'Twas the week before finals
ind all 'round Fairfield
not a Townhouse was Stirling—no beer did they yield.
The posters were hung around
;ampus with care,
warning "APATHY SUCKS"
so students beware.
With RA's on rounds and stulents on guard,
planning a party was going to
je hard.
When all through the quad
here arose such a clatter,
they sprang to the windows to
see what was the matter.

And what to their salivating
mouths should appear,
but their hero , Aloysius, and
a sleighful of beer.
With bald head so shiny and
collar so starched
he broke out the funnel , saying "Thou shalt not be parched".
Security approached, to Al's
great dismay,
but three dozen Munchkins
sent them merrily on their way.
RA's tried to break up all of
the fun,
but Batman appeared and said,
"Run, Al, Run"
Aloysius did flee to
Bellermine Hall
He threw open the doors and
said "Come One and Come All!"

Like moths to a candle the
students all came
Relieved to discover that A
was not lame.
Life was restored to Fairfielc
that night.
The students and Adminis
tration no longer did fight.
To party is social, it isn't jusi
wrong
This fact hit the Administration in the head with a "DONG'
All people were happy, al
evenings were gay
off campus no students woulc
be forced to stray.
So Al rode off into the cole
winter night
wishing all a good party anc
all a Bud Light!

Our Attitude
Susan Kolcun and Anna Labrosciano
Staff Writers
The season of giving is again upon us. Presents from family members, boyfriends/girlfriends, and
"riends not only await opening, but also reactions. Yes, your facial expressions and First words upon
jpening a gift in front of the giver are most crucial. So what do you do when a person you truly care for
;>ives you a "gift from hell"?
We asked 100 Fairfield students and here's what they said:
C.) Using your "honesty is the
A) Being the king person that B.) You perform the same reac
/ou are, you stifle the "Oh my tion as in "A," but, after much best policy" theory, you spend ai
3od" and force a weak "I love it," thought and sneaky conniving, least ten minutes explaining how
knowing that wearing the tur- you devise a plan that will allow much you care for the person be
quoise striped sweater with the you to convince the giver that the fore explaining how much yoi
lot pink stars won't kill you as gift is the wrong size or you al- dislike the gift—in other words
much as knowing you hurt the ready have one—in any case it you butter-up the "what the hell is
this" with an "I love you."
will have to be returned.
diver's feelings.

65%

28%

7%
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To Your Health...

Magic Food,or False Advertising?
Learn to read labels carefully to avoid misleading claims
Kathi Sorcinelli
Staff Writer
Food companies perform
magic on labels. Manufacturers
create illusions and make accurate nutritional information disappear. Don't be fooled by magic.
Look out for tricks on a label.
The FDA has tried to replace the magic acts with Nutrition Labeling and Education Act.
Food companies will be required
to list amounts of sodium, carbohydrates, fiber, protein, vitamins,
and minerals. The labels must also
show calorie amounts, calories
from fat, fat grams, saturated fat,
and cholesterol. The FDA is making a serving size standard.
Sound like an end to misleading labels? not necessarily.
The FDA has not yet decided how
to restrict health claims made on
packages. Though most reforms
should be make by Spring, companies can put their new labels out
before the law goes into effect.
An the law covers products regulated by the FDA. Foods with
meat or poultry such as TV dinners are regulated by the Department of Agriculture. Those products are not covered under the
new law.
What are some of the
tricks?
Serving Size
Food companies perform
some of their best disappearing
acts with the serving sizes. Nutritionist Heidi K. Dufner, M.S., R.D.
from the New England Dairy
Council suggests people pay special attention to serving sizes.
Dufner says, "I've noticed more
people are reading labels which is
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good. But I urge people to go a
step further and look at what the
serving size is. Many times it's
too small so the information is
meaningless." For example a can
of coke has two servings in it.
Serving sizes on the same products from different companies are
different. The serving size of store
bought frozen yogurt varies. Some
companies say a serving is one
third a cup, others say one half a
cup.

Food companies create
the illusion that certain foods are
good for you, when they may not
be. The companies cast the spell
using words such as natural and
light. The term light can mean
light in color, light in texture, light
in weight. Natural has meaning
only when applied to meat or poultry. But when natural is applied to
any other food product, it has no
legal definition. You can find the
word natural on processed chips.

Percent from fat
Labels tell the percent of
fat from weight, not calories. For
example, Louis Rich Bunlength
Franks are 80% fat free. Actually
the franks are almost 80% fat.
One frank weighs 57 grams.
Eleven of the 57 grams are from
fat. So the company can call them
80% fat free. The company makes
accurate nutritional information
disappear. One frank has 130 calories. Don't be fooled by the fat
percentage trick. Look at how
many grams of fat are in a serving.

Wheat and white bread
The terms wheat, white,
and whole are half the truth sometimes. Food companies create illusions with dyes. Wheat bread is
white bread. Both are made from
bleached white flour and are low
in fiber and other nutrients such as
zinc and copper. If you want
wheat, look for the word "whole."

Sweeteners
Manufacturers perform a
splitting act with sugars. They
break up the sugars into specific
names so they can hide them in
the ingredients list. Foods need to
be listed in order of weight. If the
sweeteners are in one category,
they weigh a lot and must be listed
in the beginning of the list. But if
they are split up and weighed separately, they do not weigh more
than other ingredients. Here are
words fro sweeteners: sucrose
(table sugar), honey, glucose, fructose, xylitol, sorbitol, and corn
syrup.
Meaningless terms

No cholesterol
Food companies make
claims about cholesterol. Now you
see it, now you don't. Peanut butter now claims it doesn't have
cholesterol. It never did. Potato
chips too claim they have no cholesterol. They never had cholesterol. Cholesterol comes from
animal products such as butter.
Potato chips and peanut butter are
high in fat. Nutritionists recommend reducing total intake of fat.
When you reduce fat, you reduce
cholesterol.
If you want to know what
you are eating, ignore the health
claims. Read information carefully. Watch serving sizes. Look
at ingredient lists on bread. Search
for disappearing sugars. Don't let
food companies mislead you.
Learn their tricks.

Dave

by David Miller

I (iouLP HAVE Btet4
A Cov\JBOY.'

PAKN/ IT'S THAT
'VILLAGE PCOPLe"
PREAK\ A6AIM /

I COOIV HAVE BEEd
A CONSTRUCTION
WORKER/

Around Campus
by Lynn Marchetti

What is the best, or worst, Christmas present
you 've ever received?
Scott Larkin '93
"My best gift was when
my brother gave me a
video of the 1991 World
Series so I'd never forget
it."

Rob Malley *94
p

'This Christmas will be
;he best, because my family
and I will be spending it
w/ith my adopted Mexican
mother."

"1
?nrri

Mark Resnick '94
"The best was my first
hockey helmet, which I
still have. But the worst
was a pretty ugly tie that
my little brother gave me
years ago—I had to wear
it."
Judy Fargo Grad Asst.
' My best present was a
guitar when I was 13,
because I wanted to be a
rock star. The worst
present was a sled marked
Love, Santa' that I knew
my parents bought. That's
when I found out there
was no Santa Claus."
Kate Moore '94
"Every year my grandfather bought ugly socks for
all 21 of his grandchildren
and they never fit us. My
Jenny doll was the best
present I ever got."

=&L

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!

Free

Fast

Fast Free Delivery
FAIRFIELD CENTER
1512 Post Road
Fairfield, CT
255-0303
ONE LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA

FREE SMALL "
CHEESE PIZZA
With the purchase of any Large
Pizza with one or More...
.

Cannot Be ( .it.hined With Any Other Offer Or .
Coupon W ith Tins Coupon • Expires 11/30/92 |

$7.00

]

Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer Or
Coupon With This Coupon • Expiresl 1/30/92

.

'BUY ANY TWO GRINDERS I
TWO LARGE ~l
| GET THE THIRD ONE | CHEESE PIZZAS I
I
FREE
|
Higher price prevails
' Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer Or
I Coupon With This Coupon ■ Expires I i/30/92

'

$13.LOO

!

Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer Or
Coupon With This Coupon • Expires! 1/30/92

'

ri
L.

'"3

™Off 1
SUPERCUTS*
FAIRFIELD
1202 King's Highway Culoll
(in the Circle Plaza)
MF 9 9. Sal. 9 6. Sun. 10 3
2550608
Not valid with any other offer.

I
I
J
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Paris: For Students, the City is the Greatest Classroom
Lynn Marchetti
Staff Write r
Joe lifted his sleepy head
"rom the desk just in time to hear
lis professor describe the last
lide.
"A Renoir piece entitled
Fraises,'or'Strawberries.'That's
t for today. There will be a test
lext time we meet."
Joe was struggling with
lis core Art history class. The
wok was too heavy—in weight
ind in price. And memorizing picures of hundreds of painting demanded lots of studying.
How can people like Joe
*et around theseproblems? One
*reat (though fitokablv not the
nost%bvi6to§^vay is tGfelfcdy
ibroad. But what do fat books and
r
oreign countries have in comnon?
Having spent the past
pring semester studying in Paris,
[ can give you more than enough
•eason why you should leave this
:ontinent and attend school elsewhere for a while. But I'll let you

decide for yourself.
Each week my classmates
and I ventured to a different museum to meet with our Art History
professor. Sitting Indian style, we
gathered around a painting as Jean
Bob, my instructor, would describe its style and talk about the
painter. Tourists wandering
through the museum would always stop and listen.
My film class met at the
professor's apartment. The instructor Nathalie is young, blond,
thin.. .very typically Parisian. She
would always make coffee and
tea for us, as we sat around the
kitchen table in her little city home
to view the movies of several international filmmakers.
; I
' l! 'Daniel LeConte invited us
to Antenne 2 (Channel 2) for our
international politics class (My
program director call him the "Dan
Rather of Paris"). After touring
the station, we sat very quietly in
the studio and watched the live six
o'clock news broadcast. We later
attended the premier showing of a
US/USSR relations film. There

White Christmases Are
Few and Far Between

we sipped champagne and nibbled
on caviar as we mingled with the
other celebrities of Antenne 2.
An instructor named Robert directed our Gastronomy class.
With him, we visited countless
restaurants, cafes, bakeries, and
wine shops.
American born and
raised, Robert has lived in Paris
for the past twenty years as a
result of his culinary profession.
From him we learned how to distinguish between numerous types
of cheeses, how to sip wine, and
how to appreciate the art of cuisine.
Art History, Film, International Politics, Gastronomy.
Absolutely no textbooks required.
All I needed was a Metro pass to
zip me all over the city. Paris was
my classroom, and the museums,
movies, TV stations, and restaurants were my textbooks.
Unlike Joe back in the
states, I didn't have to lug texts
around campus, and the class
material never made me sleepy—
except maybe the wine tasting...

"Dear President-Elect Clinton..."
Kurt Hackbarth
Contributing Writer

Christmas is almost certain with
the odds ranging from 75-100%.
Massachusetts and interior New
York state see a 25% chance, in
Connecticut and Rhode Island
(away from the coast) there is a
15-20%, in coastal RI, Connecticut, NYC, New Jersey and Eastern PA, the chance is a slim 510%. Places further south such as
DC and Baltimore can forget it.
This year may see better
odds for all areas due to a colder
than normal weather pattern that
has persisted since mid-March of
1992. This may cause snow to fall
earlier than normal, thus giving
us more of a chance to see the
white stuff when we rise on Christmas morning, but I wouldn't bet
the house on it.

FUSA WIS

..

i

photo: L. Marchetti

Angry Student Sounds Off:

Brian Carroll
Staff Writer
Everyone dreams of the
perfect Christmas: happy times
with family and friends, presents,
good food, laughter, and snowflakes dancing through the air as
we anxiously await Santa's arrival.
This presents a small
problem. Unless you live in cold
climates such as northern New
England, the Upper Midwest, or
the Rocky Mountains, a white
Christmas is the exception rather
than the rule.
Personally, I have only
seen snow on the ground on December 25, and it was only last
year when I lived in Tokyo that I
actually saw snowflakes falling
on Christmas. I had to travel far to
see my white Christmas!
Historically, the odds for
a white Christmas (with at least an
inch of snow on the ground) decrease rapidly as you lead south.
If you live in Vermont, New
Hampshire, Maine, or upstate
Mew York, the odds of a while

Students goof off at Eiffel Tower.

iS-

TO THE CLASS OF 95
SO...
Take a break and celebrate
Christmas with your class
on Dec. 17
at 10:00 in the Oakroom.

Come on, you deserve

Dear President-Elect Clinton:
You focused your campaign for the Presidency on the
economy and how your "highlytouted" economic plan will revitalize it. You listed economist
after economist who said (quite
objectively, I'm sure) that your
plan is the best for stimulating
growth and creating jobs. Well,
now that you're elected my advice to you is: forget it. Wad it up,
make a paper airplane out of it,
whatever, just find a way to lose
it. That was really its only strength,
wasn't it, to pander every key
constituency to get you elected?
It's usefulness is over. In reality,
it didn't even do a good job of that
- 57% of the voters who turned
out voted against you. Not exactly a ringing mandate for any
proposal.
Do you really think the
American people should buy into
a scheme that painlessly deals with
our serious problems by only taxing the rich and
foreign corporations while finding some way to
pump $220 billion worth of new
public spending,
impose national
health care, and at
the same time cut
the national deficit in half? Now
I'm no math major, but to paraphrase
Ross
Perot,doesn'tthat
seem just a little
"too simple"?
Let's look at some
ofyourproposals.
First, the idea of
raising taxes just
jfl
on the top 2% of
American wage

earners- those earning over
$200,000. Sounds great as a sound
bite, but anybody who looks at the
numbers can see that there just
aren't enough people earning over
$200,000 (this point may be
clouded in Fairfield) to pull down
the kind of revenue you envision.
In fact, tax all of their income,
take 100% - and you still won't
come anywhere close to balancing the budget.
Second, your proposal to
hike the taxes on the income foreign corporations earn here. Once
again, sounds great to Joe SixPack, but as Time Magazine reports, it's a "pipedream". You
vastly overstate the amount of tax
revenue that could be gained. Plus,
Germany and Japan have much
higher corporate tax rates than we
do - what would be the incentive
now to report their income anywhere else? By almost all accounts, this idea won't come even
close to reaping the $45 billion
you desire. And this is the biggest
revenue source of your entire plan!
This completely shoots
holes in the spending side of your
plan - where are you going to
legitimately pay for it and still cut
the deficit in half? Plus, by the
time it gets out into the economy,
will we really need it? GDP shot
up almost 4% in the third quarter,
even though your job was to persuade us that we were in the Great
Depression (Now of course, we
are welcoming the Clinton Recovery", while you've as yet done
nothing since the election but
shake hands and play volleyball.).
Even if you sign the package into
law on January 20th, it will still
take at least a year for the money
to trickle through the bureaucracy
into the public arena. By the most
recent signs, the economy should
be well into the recovery by thenthe absolute last time it will need
an infusion of borrowed federal
dollars.

Soforgetaboutthis'plan'.
Start over. Since it doesn't look
like we'll be needing the short
term economic stimulus you and
your Democratic buddies propose,
start conceiving long-term goals.
But any long-term strategy won't
be complete until you forthrightly
address the issue of the deficit.
When all of the income taxes of
the people west of the Mississippi
go just to pay the interest on the
federal debt, you must realize we
are dealing with a situation that
must be addressed now. That will
mean truly cutting government
and defense spending (Remember the Seawolf?), but it will also
mean raising some taxes- for example, on alcohol, cigarettes and
gasoline, and touching the untouchable- entitlement programs
like Social Security and Medicare. Only this way will we start
to regain financial credibility at
home, and especially, in the rest
of the world.
Anyway, chalk the first
one up to experience. But you
will be leading this nation in about «'
a month, so it's time to quit pan- *
dering and start making the tough
choices that will be necessary.
The time is now, Mr. PresidentElect- you have a clean slate.

Make your
New Year's
resolution
now! Write
for the Mirror in January. Call us
or inquire at
BoxAA.
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Step Out of the Car, Please
During the Christmas Break, students will be kicking back, taking it easy,
and spending time with their families.
Until New Year's Eve, when they'll
all come back here and party.
New Year's can be a celebration or a
memorial service. It can be an opportunity to enjoy the company of friends, or it
can be a time to mourn the loss of loved
ones who had been the victims of drunk
driving during past Yuletide seasons.
This New Year's, be especial ly careful on the roads. The weather can be the
least of a driver's problems. Often the
bigger obstacle is the oncoming car weaving across lanes of traffic.
Once you get to your party, whether
at the townhouses, the beach, or somewhere around your home, stay there. Drop
off your keys and have a good time. You're
safer indoors from intoxicated motorists, and you won't be one of them.
Peoble talk about "the morning after," when they often make resolutions
based on their behavior the night before.
At least if you stay off the roads, you
have a greater chance of seeing the daylight.
Some people may only see the lights
of an oncoming car.
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Letters To The Editor
Condom distribution is essential in fight against AIDS
To the Editor:
For the past ten years, like
most students, I have heard countless times of the horrors of AIDS
and the HIV virus. This news is
always accompanied by the information about the relative ease in
preventing its transmission: don't
share needles, have clean blood
transfusions, abstinence (if that is
the decision you make), or using a
condom for any type of sex.
Fairfield University has
neglected to inform students of
the benefits of using a condom
during sex, nor are condoms available to students anywhere on this
campus. This is a result of the
Catholic Church's condemnation
of birth control and premarital
sex. While I respect the Catholic
Church's right to hold that position, the reality is a very different
picture. Sex is occurring on our

campus regardless of what the crucial factor in public health.
The most tragic and harmCatholic Church says, and the administration is nothing less than ful manifestation of this ignorant
irresponsible in refusing to ac- and irresponsible position is in
knowledge the prevalence and the Peer Counseling Network. Students counseling other students,
dangers of unprotected sex.
During AIDS week last are unable to distribute condoms,
year, posters around campus which could save lives. While I
warned of the dangers of AIDS realize that students can go into
but not one mentioned condom town to purchase condoms, on
use. They preached abstinence as campus availability would make
the only, or at least only accept- a significant difference in safe sex
able, preventable measure against practice among students.
AIDS has become too sesexually contracting the virus.
With the number of college AIDS rious of a social issue to ignore,
cases multiplying rapidly, it is which is exactly what our Uniyerunthinkable forthe University and „§ity4£<doing. I sincerely hope that
administration to officially turn it does not take the tragedy of
its back on such a grave issue as AIDS among our friends to motivate the University to a more reAIDS.
Condoms are not avail- sponsible attitude on condom disable to students at the health cen- tribution and AIDS in general.
ter. Not only are they an effective
Emily Swart
form of birth control, their distriClass of '94
bution, or lack of, has become a

Professor commends De Shong on plagiarism article.
To the Editor:
I want to commend the
Mirror for its recent article on
plagiarism.
As a teacher, I share
Debra De Shong's belief that plagiarism is a profound violation of
academic trust.
For that reason, I would
like to encourage the Mirror to

decline advertisements from "Research Information."
Although the company
describes itself as "the largest library of information in [the] U.S."
(12/3/92), it is actually what is
commonly known as a "term paper mill."
The company sells research papers by the page. In doing so, it debases education.

I realize that finding advertisers for a college newspaper
is difficult. I encourage you, however, to look for another sponsor.
By doing so, the Mirror will be
living up to the principles it has
espoused.
Betsy A. Bowen
Assistant Professor
Dept. of English

Sophomore announces candidacy for FUSA presidency.
To the Editor:
My name is Alan Koines
and I am writing this letter to
announce my candidacy for
F.U.S.A. President in'93-'94. My
running mate for vice-president is
Derek Broaddus.
There are many impor-

tant issues that have a great effect
on the Fairfield University environment. The student population
is discontent with policies and
regulations that have been forced
upon them. There are also other
important areas of University life
which have been ignored for too
long.

The time for pleasantries
is over. During our campaign
next semester we will deal with
issues head on and directly. Derek
and I are committed and prepared
to fight for our school no matter
what the cost.
Alan Koines '94

Professor provides backround on disintegration of Yugoslavia
To the Editor:
Professor Banac's paper
was well presented, especially in
the reference to the last decade
afterTito's death. I wish he would
have brought in the chronological
order of all the important events
which contributed to the disintegration of Yugoslavia, so that
those who were present and not
familiar with the history of Yugoslavia would understand what
caused the tragedy.
The South Slavs united in
order to get rid of centuries-long
foreign domination. Trouble
started from the beginning when,
in 1921, the St. Vitus Constitution
was accepted with a 53% majority. This happened in open contradiction to the Pact of Korfu
(1917) which for the ratification
of the Constitution demanded 2/3
of the majority vote. The Croats
and the Slovenes wanted a federal
state, while the Serbs insisted on a
centralized government. From this
day forward the Croatian national
question formed a permanent danger to the unity of the Yugoslav
state which was practically noth-

ing more than an enlarged Serbia.
In 1928 prominent
Croatian leaders were shot during
the National Assembly in
Belgrade by a fanatic Serbian delegate who did not understand
democratic parliamentarianism.
To save the state King Alexander
abolished the Constitution and
suspended the National Assembly, he ruled be decree, supported
by the army (Serbian generals).
For some years the Croats and the
Slovenes were not recognized as
nations but as ethnic groups.
In 1934 King Alexander
was assassinated by a member of
IMRO (a Macedonian Terrorist
Organization) connected with the
Croatian Ustashi in Italy and paid
by Mussolini.
A limited Croat autonomy
in 1939 arrived somewhat too late,
while the Slovenes were ignored.
In 1941 Yugoslavia was
invaded by Germans, Italians.
Hungarians and Bulgarians. The
state collapsed within 11 days.
An" independent"
Croatian state was set up by the
Fascists. The Ustashi massacred
thousands of Serbs. Jews, and

*". !\ ^f
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Gypsies. Entire villages were
wiped out and Catholicism was
forced on the population. The
Serbian Chetniks retaliated. Of
the 16.5 million people, Yugoslavia lost 1.7 million within four
years. The state was restored by
Tito, who fought for independence
under the slogan of "Brotherhood
and Unity."
One would expect that
after 45 years of Communist rule
the hatred between Serbs, Croats,
and Muslems would have subsided. The events of the last two
years prove the opposite. It is
ironic that the Yugoslav army
which has been the protector of
"Brotherhood and Unity" became
the Yugoslavs' biggest adversary.
The above is only a network of Yugoslav history. The
essence of the tragedy lies in the
substance: in the cultural differences between the ByzantineTurkish-Orthodox and totalitarian South-East, and the Central
European-Catholic and pluralistic North-West.
Frank F. Bukvic
Department of
Modern Languages
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Insanity girls!!
Merry Christmas.
Keep the torch lit over break — I'm
counting on you guys!
You're awesome!
Love,
Beth

as

To TH 111 and my awesome
housemates,
To The Zoo and many good friends,
To Jeff— good luck in law school.
I love you very much -.
Love,
Laurie

Merry Christmas Katie!
Thanks for always being there for
me!
— Mary

1

Riche —Ho! Ho! Ho!
Love, peace, and baloney,
Captain Chang

To Neil,
' Do":ybu rerrietTiber my name... I
remember your name and your
body.
Merry X-mas.
Love,
Sue, no I mean Jen,
or is it Stephanie?

Merry Christmas Nil and Jen! You guys
are the best and we love you!
Mary and Katie

r^

CO

m
Dear Blythe,
Lay Low... you got me on my knees...

»S

CO

as
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Merry Christmas to TH 111 (and
Dan). Thanks for putting up with
a cranky housemate coming home
late from newspaper hassles! I
could never get through each issue
without you!
Love,
Claire

To TH 56!
I'm sending Seinfeld to you for
Christmas! Happy Holidays!
Love,
Beth

TH 41 — yeah, you guys are pretty
cool, especially Frank — he's the
best.
Love,
Your secret admirer in TH 44 —
Gee, who could that be?

Heimster the Hamster, Squidster,
Roosterman,
Merry Christmas and have fun in
Belize!
We.love you!
TH45

To the Frozen Shamrock,
Feliz Navidad!
FromTH 146

a
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M — You got the money? You got the
cash index? Well,Ido,heh,heh,heh. Yaa
weak!

Boobs is shy.

o
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Merry Christmas Claire!
You're an awesome roommate.
Love,
Peg

To the Seven C's,
Merry Christmas
from the 8th C.

To Tom, my favorite G-man:
This Christmas, how about a candlelight dinner for two? We'll have Elio's
and beer and watch Cheers and Seinfeld
reruns until dawn. Love ya, hon. —
Claire

Twigs —
Grr, Grr, Mwa, Mwaaaaaaaa. Nah, I'd
never do that, Hugh! Splash, have a
good break.

To the Overlook, we will always beat
you in Anchorwoman! Merry Christmas to the greatest runners-up!
Love,
The Fishbowl

Hiawatha, ping pong match... it was a
.... Gridlock! ... I'm hungry! Where's
the cookie dough?

To Tim Lloyd and Helen Sivulka.
Merry Christmas and thanks for a great
semester!
Love,
Judy

Carte—'
"I believe there is hope for you this Christmas season"
God bless —
Charles

Sue —
You are my "Amazon Temptress"
— from your Jungle Stud.

Maaren —
Yaa, forgive me for poundin' those beers.
Yaa, think of me forevaa.

Sue, Meg, Angela, Christine, and Ami —
Hope you guys have an awesome X-mas.
I'll miss our popcorn parties.
— Pamie

©
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J.P.,
Merry Christmas! I just wanted to say
thanks for being such a wonderful friend.
K.B.

Scan. Oons, KT, Scherm, and our Little
Treasure.
Merry Christmas! Thanks for the great
semester! I love you housemates!
K.B.

I
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To the Regis staff Happy Holidays!
To a relaxing break!
Love, Thalia

8

I

Suey,
The forgotten friend.
All I have to say is....
"And You Are..."

To every friend of mine
From Chacha

Be very very nice to everyone you meet.

The Zoo,
All of you are sluts except for me! I'm
waiting 'til I'm married.

Frank,
Yaddah Yaddah Yaddah...
Does this message have enough focus
for you?
Oops... that's a question lead!!
Merry Christmas
from The Mirror staff

Linda,
Merry Christmas
Love you forever
Brian

iso

i

Patrick John,
Contrary to what you say, a killer shark
will be defeated by ORCA.

So
SO

1
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Happiest Holidays from the Clownhouses
to all my Beach Buddies at the Vatican,
High Tide, Undertow, Margaritaville, and
Touch of Grey.
Love, Lynn
y
Merry Christmas Allison, Michele and
Theresa!
Wait until after New Year's to crack
open those books for next semester!
Love,
The cool people in the house

53
CO

©
TH66 —
Yah, so weak. Have good break, whatever, pound a beer fa me! Ya
/

.-/

Regis 3 girls —
You guys are the best! Keep smiling
and have a happy holiday!
Love,
Thalia

To: Last Call girls
Hope you all have a very Merry Christmas
Sarah

8
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I

Barb and Al,
Thanks for giving me wings and holding
me up while I learned how to use them.
Merry Christmas. I love you!
Claire

To Claud, Keith, Ei, Lisa, Bob, Cynthia,
Jen, Thalia, Ed, and Fr. Simon —
You truly are the greatest. Merry Christmas.
Peace and Love,
JP

Anyone for Beirut with eggnog? L.I.r
I'll forget the fact that you were denied
if you have the guts to try again; K.A.,
we challenge you — maybe after the
season's over! Merry Christmas, SO
buddies!

Jen, Brenda, and Sheila
Hope Santa grants you all your Christmas wishes! You girls are the best!
Merry Christmas!
Love,
Lisa

ESO

Merry Christmas to my Zoo-mates. You
girls are the best. I love all of you.
Mare

I

Peg,
Thanks for being there to wake me up
when I walk in my sleep. Don't drown in
the sticky liquid. You have a class, you
know.
Merry Christmas, roomie!
Love,
Claire

S

OS
Merry Christmas TH 116!
New Year's Eve — your house?!?
Love,
TH 146
Merry Christmas Amy, DiAnne, Dodie
and Meg! Hope your holiday is filled with
Cheer, Beer, and Reindeer! Happy Holidays! Love,
TH 146

3

Merry Christmas to my buddies at TH 143,
111, 153, Indecision, and The Zoo
Love.
-..
'
Tine! •

Merry X-mas Jose'
From your friend Chris

To the wonderful women of Indecision and Up the Creek — have the
greatest Christmas. I miss you!
Peace and Love.
JP
•
'
:
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Bubba,
MEEP! I hope you and Chewbacca have
a great Christmas. I miss our secret
gossip rendezvous. Love ya! — Claire

Norma
Baby oh Baby
Merry Christmas
David

To Griza,
Hope the honeymoon lasts forever.
Merry Christmas.
Love, The Lobster Trap and Fishbowl

WVOF Central Staff:
Happy Holidays -— You have made my
radio days a joy!
Judy

Liz, my roomie and best buddy. It's
going to be strange not living with you
for a semester. I'll miss you! But see
you in Europe! Merry X-mas.
Love, Cristina

To the Mirror staff and crew,
Enjoy this break from newspaper hell,
but come back ready to crank out 11 more
issues! Thanks for all your hard work and
patience.
Claire

Merry Christmas to Ben and Jerry,
Ellen (sis), TH42, TH 116, TH 33, The
Zoo, The Sea Ranch (and my bro,
Greg), and my neighbors in TH 112.
Have a happy!
Claire

as

To all of my friends who have been
there for me and have made this
semester so great,
Peace always: Jim, Mark, Ron,
Kevin, J m, Kevin, Pete, and Scott.
Thanks —
Merry Christmas
Pete P.

Claire — You are TLG (The Love
Goddess). You are the best Editor
in-Chief I ever worked for. Marry
me, we'll edit together forever.

Vin Gatto is the stud of studs.
To the world —
BAM HUMBUG!!

Snugglebear,
I love you.
Merry Christmas!
Love,
Sugarcookie

To: 132, AMG, Laura, and
Irene,
Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year! Good luck in
your exams — don't stress.
See you in Jan!
Love, VX

TH 145!
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
From the Masters of Holiday Cheer!

Merry
Christmas,
Christie.
Love, Buddy

&a
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Merry Christmas to
my housemates. You
guys are great.
Love, Peg

To the Dew Drop girls
Merry X-mas. I love
you.
Chapito

To the Pub Staff:
Thanks for all your
hard work! It has
been a pleasure!
Happy Holidays —
Judy

To: The 7 C's at the
Sandbar — Merry
Christmas!
Love,
Maureen

Dink —
You are cooool. Don't get caught
with Pete over the break. You got the
money?

Seasons Greetings to Group
C and the whole EM team!
Love, Lynn

a

•

Merry Christinas to the WVOF Central
StaffHere's to Thompson Island!
Love, Lynn "

5
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Brian and Carlos I'm looking for you two.
Love, Vanessa!

s
5

To my moomates in 132
Thanks for putting up with my forks!!

Jen, Andrea, Kate, MB,
Thanx for everything guys...
You're the best.
Love, Thalia

B
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DECEMBER 1

FREE
DELIVERY

255-6666

$7.00 Minimum

OPEN 7 DAYS A W££K

SP&®®'"
"ALL AMERICAN" HEROES
with your choice of Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions,
Peppers, Olives, Mayo, BBQ Sauce, Hot Peppers,
Oil, Vinegar, Ketchup, Mustard.
Philly Cheese Steak
$4.85
with Bacon
$5.40
Chicken Cutlet
$4.60
Chicken Parmigiana
$4.85
Eggplant Parmigiana
$4.85
Meatball Parmigiana
$4.85
Sausage Parmigiana
$4.85
Grilled Turkey with Bacon
$5.40
BLTand Cheese
$4.00
Italian Combo
$4.85
Ham
$4.35
Salami
$4.35
Turkey
$4.35
Pepperoni
$4.35
Tuna
$4.35
with Cheese
Extra $ .25

Cheese
Pepperoni
.
Sausage
Meatball
Ham
Mushroom
Onions
Green Peppers
Bacon
Black Olives
Broccoli
Extra Cheese
Additional Toppings

Small
7.00
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
.50

Large
9.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
1.00

*«

SODA

10.25
11.25
12.25
12.25
12.25
16.00

J&
^

Use

y°ur charge card
for any delivery
$10.00 Minimum

Sicilian
12.70
14.50
14.50
14.50
14.50
14.50
14.50
14.50
14.50
14.50
14.50
14.00
1.50

THE SARGE'S SPECIALS
5 Cheese Pizza
7.50
Hawaiian Pizza
8.00
Lasagna Pizza
8.50
Taco Pizza
8.50
Veggie Pizza
8.50
Sarge's Supreme 10.00

J&
J&
Jot
Ja
J&
^
^
^
^
^

14.00
15.50
17.00
17.00
17.00
18.00

Cans.
.$.80
Liters ...$1.50
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Orange

OUH

<&
AfTffi ~WW6
SPECIAL

CALZONES Oujjiomemade pizza dough
stuffesLwith ricdtta, moz^arella, and parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a
side cup of marinara sauce.
1 Item
J.:
$4.60
Each Additional Item7.
Extra $ .50
* • • • • DINNERS
Lasagna • Baked Ziti • Manicotti • Ravioli
Stuffed Shells • Spaghetti • Tortellini Alfredo
Served with Garlic Bread with Cheese
SALADS
Garden Salad
;..$3.80
Chefs Salad
$5.40
Grilled Chicken Salad
$5.40
Tuna Salad
$5.40
Antipasto
$5.40
Pasta Salad
$5.40
SIDE ORDERS
Buffalo Wings (12)
$5.00
Bread Sticks (6)
$3.00
Garlic Bread
$1 50
with Cheese
$2.00
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Gift Ideas For Some Very Special People
They We not the most expensive gifts, but I hope theyf11 do.
Nick Ritrivi
Commentary Editor
When he saw me coming, he just looked at me. His jolly
smile began to fade away. He
seemed concerned. When he approached me, I was somewhat
surprised.
He called himself Santa
Claus and he said to me:
"Son, what is wrong?
You seem disturbed. It is Christmas time, the time for enjoyment,
happiness and excitement."
NR: "Santa, I've got a
problem. You see, I have a lot of
people I would like to "buy presents for but, I just don't have the
means of getting some of them."
Santa: "Remember, it's
the time for miracles. Tell me
what presents you would like to
buy."
NR: "First of all. I goto
Fairfield University. I would like
to get my school a fun weekend
next year."
Santa: "Hold on a
minute! I might be Santa, but not
a Messiah. Do you have any other
requests'?"
That's when I gave him
the rest of my Christmas present
list:
For:
1. FUSA: an electric
pocket dictionary, so they can locate spelling errors (and those
grammatical errors) all the more
quicker, because it seems like they
have nothing better to do with
their time.
2. Batman: a medal of

honor, for having something that
many others lack here at Fairfield
- originality.
3. My little pain in the
ass next door neighbor: A Hess
Gas truck with real gasoline in it,
so when he drops it on the floor...
4. Freshmen: the name
of a moving company that charges
cheap rates, so when they decide
to transfer, it isn't too expensive
for them.
5. Townhouse residents:
free cable, a new alcohol policy
and the name of that same moving
company, so when they move out
on graduation day, they don't have
to drive home s—faced.
6. The Fairfield Police
Department: A chance to actually
do some real police work. (Possibly a cat-burglar loose in Fairfield
or a weekend transfer to Bridgeport for each officer).
7. Dan Quayle: the same
electronic pocket dictionary that
I'm getting for FUSA.
8. The administration: a
reminder that some of us students
are old enough to handle a movie
like (whoa, oh yes baby, ah yeah
) Basic (oh yeah, yes, yes, uhgh,
yeah baby, do it like that) Instinct.
9. The Fairfield University Women's Swim team: Well,
I'd give them some press time in
The Mirror, but whenever they
get in here, they complain. Unfortunately whenever they don't get
in here, they complain.
10. Madonna: I'd like to
give the tramp some morals and
the number of a good psychiatrist.
11. Magic Johnson: The
chance to play basketball in the
NBA again.
12. The people who put

up the "Apathy Sucks" signs: the
number of an artist/poster company. Apathy sucks, but so do
those signs.
13. Security: a designated bike lane, a dozen glazed
and more paper to write those
parking tickets out on (you got to
keep that revenue coming in, you
know).
14. The Trix Rabbit: give
the guy some Trix, he's been trying to get them for about 15 years.
Besides, they taste like crap, he
probably wouldn't like them anyway.
15: Town members who
hate Fairfield students: A kick in
the behind - we shop in your stores,
eat in your restaurants and increase your tax base. You guys
have a pretty damm good deal
going with this school and it's
students, you ungrateful, yuppie,
"my husband is a CEO, while I
stay home and watch General
Hospital", SAAB driving, caviar
eating, escargot slurping, egotistical, "I never did that when I was
in college", NIMBY, DINK, car
phone using...
16. George Bush: a pat
on the back. You finally commit-

ted our troops overseas for a worthy cause. Now that didn't hurt,
did it George?
17. Barry Bonds: A better excuse for signing a multimillion dollar deal with the San
Francisco Giants. You said that
the money didn't matter - you
wanted to go to a team that was
committed to winning. Well, if
this is true, then why didn't you
stay with the Pittsburgh Pirates - a
team that has won the National
League East for three straight
years?
18. The Spin Doctors:
better lyrics. Little Miss, little,
miss, little miss, little miss, little
miss, little miss, little miss... ge^
a little (miss) monotonous.
19. The administration:
another reminder - we live in a
democracy, you can't censor everything that might prove to be
offensive to a few people (Stag Her Inn sign, Say No To Bush in
'92", Basic Instinct). If you do
this, you defeat the whole purpose of our system of government. In essence, you destroy it.
(Not to mention the fact that with
all this censorship and regulation
- student morale is at an all time
low).
20. Van Halen: give
them David Lee Roth back.
21. Freshmen: a chance
to go to a party on campus - that
one may be a little too much to
ask.
22. Seniors: job offers,
job offers, job offers and more job
offers. You spend four years and
how much money here? Where
are the offers? Someone tell me
where?
23. Al Gore: the ability

to talk to a crowd of people, without putting them to sleep within
the first five minutes of the speech.
24. Bill Clinton: a wife a
little less annoying, a little less
pushy and a little less power hungry (she's from Yale- What do
you expect?)
25. Fairfield students: for
everyone to have a nice holiday
and an exciting break (especially
the exciting part, we have to come
back here for another four
months).
So, I gave him this list
and he glanced over it.
"Well son, I'll see what I
an do. I think it's a pretty fair list,
'e^you-been a good boy?"
NR: "I've been a good
boy, why do you ask?"
Santa: "Well, I have a
nice apartment on the east side of
Stamford, would you like to join
me for a nice light brunch?"
NR: "Excuse me?"
Santa: "I figured we
could have a nice brunch and then
pretend we were WWF wrestlers
and wrestle each other on my floor.
After that we could play Tarzan of
the Jungle in my den. I'll be the
lion, you be Tarzan, just like on
that old Different Strokes episode
with Arnold, Dudley and Mr.
Carlson from WKRP in Cincinnati."
When I stopped running,
I turned around and saw the Stamford police escorting Santa into
their patrol car.
So much for miracles.
See you next year...

New Townhouse Policy Proposed
Lou Spadaccini
Staff Writer
There are people within
FUSA and other campus organizations who are working tochange
the townhouse alcohol policy.
They recognize that preservation
of townhouse social life is vital to
the well-being of the student body.
We can and should make
every effort to change the
townhouse alcohol policy. The
issue is more than the administration cracking down on underage
drinking, it marks a radical change
in the social fiber of this university. The townhouses may never
be the way they once were, but
Residence Life invited the students to negotiate a compromise
that both sides can live with.
UNITE and FUSA Senate took this challenge seriously
and worked together to draft an
alternative townhouse alcohol
policy. It addressed the two most
controversial issues of current

townhouse enforcement—party
checks and punishment for policy
violators.
The university has a legal
right to enforce provisions of the
townhouse lease, but the law also
protects tenants from unnecessary
snooping by a landlord. The
UNITE-FUSA Senate proposal
establishes a good faith compromise between the university and
students in regard to party checks.
If adopted in its current
form, the proposal would virtually eliminate party checks, but at
the same time recognize the
university's need to prevent party
violations. This is done by asking
that the university enter a
townhouse party only when there
is reason to believe that party violations are taking place.
This year, some students
lost their townhouses as a result of
having unregistered parties. When
a student moves into a townhouse.
it takes on a special meaning.
The house is a symbol of advance-
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ment at Fairfield and it assumes a home-like
quality that one doesn't feel in a dorm room.
To evict someone from their townhouse is a
very harsh punishment, especially if the
mistake was an isolated incident.
Eviction from a townhouse should
only be used as a last resort.
The UNITE-FUSA Senate proposal
recommends alternatives such as fines or
probation for first and second offenses. These
punishments will deter students from breaking the rules, but the threat of eviction no
longer hangs over their heads.
No proposal is likely to restore
townhouse social life to the way it once was.
But in light of the current situation, a compromise will make life easier for townhouse
residents and those who go to their parties.
Academics makes it difficult to generate enthusiasm at this point in the year, but
now is the time to pay attention to what's
going on and adc our input to the liscussion. How can you do this?
Senate meetings are open to i. public and there's a FUSA suggestion box located in the campus center lobby. Senate
values your opinions; don't be afraid to
express them.

Special Christmas Issue

Quotes Of The Week
"I'm rooting for the Grinch this year."
- a senior, who isn't in the giving mood this year.
"Yadda, yadda, yadda."
- a professor, expressing his excitement over the up
coming holiday.
"Yeah, what the hell, it's the holiday season."
- a cab driver, after he was asked the question "Can I
puke in your cab?" by a sophomore.
"How the hell does one guy hold that thing down?"
- a junior living in Gonzaga, wondering how one guy can
hold those Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade
balloons and not fly away.
"The Tiny Toons holiday show was quite a letdown!"
- a senior.
"Whitney Houston."
- a freshman, telling his roommate what he wants for
Christmas.

Great haircuts
Great prices

sun tan studio
$16.99 W student ID
(reg.s35 and $38.)

A FULL SERVICE SALON

259-1649
26 Sherman Court
(behind [he Fairfield Siorv)

366-3133
585 Villa Ave.
Ffld., 06430

HAIR WORKS UNISEX HAIR SALON
576-1405
(ACROSS FROM THE CAR WASH 2nd FLOOR) Tyla & Bill Stephens

KEEP THAT SUMMER TAN
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Media Already Favors
Clinton
FDR years. It seems that Bill
Clinton is the most successful
president elect in history! Even
During the recent presi- though the inauguration is six
dential election, we heard all the weeks away, Clinton is "healing
bad news and horror stories about the economy that seemed to be
the economic future: the consumer "finished" in late October.
confidence index at an all time Miracle, huh? (I wish I could get
low, retail sales flat, new home an "A" in economics without dostarts falling, GDP growth slug- ing a thing!)
The problem that this cregish at less than 2%, and no end to
ates
for
Bill
Clinton is that he will
the malaise.
Now that the election is have big boots to fill come 1993.
one for the history books, every- The public confidence and expecthing is looking great! A recent tations are pumped so high that
USA Today headline that I pulled unless Clinton can deliverquickly,
out of my mailbox less than a it could be a rough four years.
It's comparable to seeing
week ago trumpeted "Economic
Hope Starts to.Grow."
B! tefjanmovie that the reviews have
•^Afflyfhirigtrtalthe'rfekd- ;* touted as "the best eVef'arid "five
line was nowhere to be seen when stars".
When you finally see the
the third quarter annual growth
rate was announced to be 2.7% movie, it rarely lives up to the
(Recently revised upward to 3.9%) hype. It is sad to think the course
only five days before the election. of Mr. Clinton's presidency may
Most papers and news reports dis- have been determined by the press
missed it as a fluke and not indica- before he is ever sworn into office. The tragedy for the soon to
tive of an economic recovery.
It seems that now, four be ex-president Bush is that he
weeks after the election, the same was apparently correct in stating
reports on the economy have a that a recovery was underway,
very favorable flavor and even but unfortunately the bias of the
the less encouraging reports are media won.
It is amazing how the
given an encouraging twist by the
media. (It is interesting how this media can possibly determine the
course of presidential history beoccurred after the election!)
This sudden upswing is fore the president even takes the
an explicit and harsh example of oath of office.
A word of advice: read
media manipulation. Magazines
the
fine
print
very, very carefully,
gush with visions of "Camelot"
then
make
your
own conclusions.
and a return to the Kennedy and
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The Last Word

George: Forget Somalia

Brian Carroll
Staff Writer

Worry about the USA
Jennifer E. Edwards
Assistant Commentary Editor

The desert is always browner on the other side of the ocean.
President Bush announced on Friday that he was ordering troops to Somalia on a peace keeping
mission to save thousands of innocent lives.
Sounds like a paradox to me—military force and peacekeeping mission. The use of force does
not keep peace. Just look at Central America and our efforts to keep peace there with military
intervention. President Bush said, "Our mission is humanitarian, but commanders will take whatever
military action is necessary to safeguard the lives of our troops and the lives of Somalia's people." Does
that mean the United States would declare was on Somalia if the people are not receiving their food and
medical supplies? Will they bomb the cities and countryside of Somalia destroying the people they are
supposedly helping? Military action won't hurt the clan in power, rather is will hurt the people who are
already devastated by the famine.
The Somalia situation is similar to one in Ethiopia around 1985. A corrupt government which
did not disperse the relief aid to the people Band-Aid and USA for Africa sang "Do They know It's
Christmas Time At All?" and "We Are the World." The benefits raised a lot of money and public
awareness about the famine situation, but unfortunately only a fraction of the money actually went to
the people of Ethiopia. Will the presence of US troops guarantee that the famine victims receive the food
and medical assistance they need?
I think it's wonderful that President Bush wants to help the starving people of Somalia, but as
the saying goes, "Think Globally. Act locally." Across the street from the White house there are people
living in cardboard boxes as their only shelter, lying above the subway vents on the Mall to keep warm,
and begging outside for a few dollars for food. How can he look halfway across the globe to give
assistance, but ignore the people in his front yard?
Lorraine Fargas, a junior, said, "I think President Bush needs to get his priorities straightened
out. There are millions of hungry people in the United States. Yet he's ignoring the starving in America
and sending 20,000 plus troops to Somalia to make sure they get food."
20,000 troops could make a big impact on the hunger problem in the U.S. They could spend a
month in each city handing out food and medicines, making sure children were up to date on their
vaccination, and finding a solution for the hunger problem. It would probably cost less than keeping
those same troops in Somalia for an indefinite amount of time.
The Somalia situation is a grave one, but it's hard to help others across the globe, when
neighbors are not being taken care oi A food collection box sits in the chapel with the sign "How Can
You Worship a Homeless Man on S.inday and Ignore One on Monday?"
Why is it so easy for President Bush to send troops to help the starving on Somalia, but ignore
the starving on his doorstep?

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S.

NOW ACCEPTING
COMPETITOR'S COUPONS
During Competitior's
Business Hours

How Yoa Like Pizza At College
NOW YOU CAN ORDER ROOM SERVICE
WITH YOUR CASH VALUE MEAL CARD.

iO mioii-yii
GET A LARGE
PIZZA FOR
MEDIUM PRICE
Order any large pizza and
pay for a medium.

BEAT
THE CLOCK i
9 p.m. - Midnight
Order two medium cheese pizza and |
your price is whatever the time is.
(toppings extra).
Expires 12/31/92

Expires 12/31/92
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Now you can put Domino's Pizza* on your cash value meal card. Just call, give us your
meal card ID number, (hen fill out a vouchee Well deliver a hot, fresh meal right
to your Omin 30 minutes or less. Call for complete details.
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Yes, You Can Pay
for Pizza
with

"Thrifty Cash"
1 Must tell phone person
2 No coupons
3 Must show I.D. (Meal Card)

255-8823

DOMINO'S WISHES YOU THE BEST OF LUCK ON YOUR FINALS!
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Brief Reviews of America Changes Back Into
Tie Dye From the Sixties
Some Hot Winter
Flicks
Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer

Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts &
Entertainment Editor
I know it's hard to believe, but it's already December
and the winter moviegoing season is underway. Although many
of the potential Oscar contenders
(A Few Good Men, Hoffa) have
yet to be released, many other big
holiday films, which exist more
for the purpose of taking our
money than for critical acclaim,
are currently playing at theatres all over the area. Here are my opinions
of some of the more popular titles.
Home Alone 2 - Lost In New York -1 have to confess, this movie is
one of my guilty pleasures. Yes, it's silly, ridiculous, absurd, and
perhaps even childish, but I didn't take it seriously; instead, I took it for
the lighthearted fare it is and had a good time.
To be honest, I wasn't looking forward to seeing this film at
all. The original Home Alone was okay, but it certainly didn't deserve
to become the third highest grossing picture in history. The reason for
its gigantic success is because, at the time, there were very few movies
that parents could take their children to see.
From its previews, this sequel looked like it was going to be
nothing but a dumb retread of the same formula which made its
predecessor such a hit. Ironically, that's exactly what it is but,
surprisingly enough, I liked Home Alone 2 a lot better than the first
film. It's much funnier, and it ultimately has its heart in the right place.
In this episode, the McAllister family is off to Florida, but
little Kevin (Macaulay Culkin) gets on the wrong plane (with the
suitcase that contains his dad's credit cards, poor kid) and ends up in
New York City.
While in New York, he meets a bunch of people, most notably
a wise guy hotel clerk (played by the always funny and underrated Tim
Curry), and a bag lady (Brenda Fricker, Best Supporting Actress from
My Left Foot) whose only friends are a flock of pigeons.
Then, Kevin runs into his old buddies the Wet Bandits (Joe
Pesci and Daniel Stern reprising their roles) and discovers that they
plan to rob a toy store on Christmas Eve. Kevin feels he must stop them
because the store's profits are to be donated to a children's home.
About twenty minutes of the film feature Kevin playing tricks
on these two idiots, just like he did in the original. This sequence is
totally unbelievable but, I have to admit, I did laugh on occasion.
Home Alone 2 is not a great film, some of it is too juvenile,
but it does have its share of funny and touching moments. If you're
looking to have some fun and feel good for a couple of hours, you
should enjoy it despite the obvious flaws.
Rating - 3 Latchkey Children Out of 4
Malcolm X - Much attention has been paid to this Spike Lee epic and,
while I wouldn't necessarily skip school to see it, it is a very good
movie. It's a bit too long, at times the three and a half hour length seems
almost insurmountable, but I came away from the movie feeling that
I learned a lot about an important historical figure who I knew little
about beforehand.
Spike Lee's earlier works (most notably Do the Right Thing
and Jungle Fever) have been overwhelmed by controversy, because
in these films he depicts how he, personally, sees relationships among
the black and white races, and his point of view is disturbingly
pessimistic. With Malcolm X, however, Spike has put his personal
feelings aside. This is an objective movie which, on the whole, has
nothing bad to say about any particular race.
Denzel Washington, one of the finest actors in cinema today,
is electrifying in the title role. I never for one minute thought of him
as somebody other than Malcolm X. What makes the performance so
great is that it has so many dimensions to it. Washington shows us all
of the character traits of this man, and he makes them all believable and
real. We see Malcolm's bad, good, tough, weak, stubborn, and
sympathetic sides. When the movie was over, I felt I knew everything
about this man that I ever needed to know.
Lee's film is divided into three parts. There are scenes when
we first meet Malcolm (then Malcolm Little) and learn about his
corrupt early life. He steals, deals drugs, and goes through women like
underwear. This portion of the movie is interesting and significant, but
it is much too slow moving. I grew tired of watching Malcolm go from
bar to bar and club to club getting in trouble. Some scenes in this first
hour or so could have been edited out.
Then, after a stint in jail, Malcolm gradually comes to be a
prominent national figure, and the second part of the film deals with his
popularity. He learns more about himself and his race, and he decides
that he would like to help the black ethnic group gain the respect and
the privileges that the white ethnic group enjoys. In a speech, Malcolm

(continued on page 16)

Here's a suggestion for
your holiday shopping lists: anything from the Sixties. The simple
catch-word of Election '92 was
change, and in America that seems
to be a change back to the Sixties.
The following lists some of
today's (so-called) progressive
changers in music and life:
The Black Crowes—They
market themselves with an unnecessary vowel in their name, a
la The Beatles. Their music is
simplified form the slick, technosounds of the eighties into a tight
combination of guitar, drums,
bass, vocals and piano (no keyboards or uncalled-for electronics). The band's calling for the
legalization of marijuana brings
back memories of the extensive
drug use in the sixties (Bob
Dylan's "Everybody Must Get
Stoned"). Finally, their sloppy,
careless dress mirrors Woodstock
instead of GQ .
"Seattle-Invasion"—The
invasion of Seattle rock bands such
as Pearl Jam, Soundgarden,
Temple of the Dog, and Nirvana
brings to mind another invasion,
the British Invasion of, you
guessed it, the sixties. Now, before all you Pearl Jam fans call for
my head—"Eddie Vadder does
not sound like the Beatles"—I
have two words for you, Jimi
Hendrix. I have two more words
for you, guitar distortion. Take a
listen to Hendrix on "Killing
Floor," "Hey Joe," and "Foxy
Lady." The fuzz distortion on
these and almost all of Hendrix'
songs match the distortion of the
Seattle bands. Also the seemingly
improvisational singing style of
Hendrix is found in all four of the
mentioned bands. Again, style of
dress is important. The clothing
of the Seattle Invasion is a thrown
together combination of flannel,
jeans and simple T-shirts. Much
like the thrown together quality of
Zeppelin, Hendrix and many of
the sixties folk singers.
Michael Bolton—Yes,
even the modern king of pop has
gotten in on the act. He recently
released the album Timeless (The
Classics), consisting entirely of
pop standards form the sixties,
with a couple from the fifties.

Bolton realized that, as he put it, a,
great song never dies^d <jrlr ?.B h<
The Doors—Thanks to
Oliver Stone, the Doors have
found a new generation of fans. A
few years ago, the soundtrack of
the movie was one of the top selling albums of the year. The movie
also boosted the sales of The Doors
back catalog.
Axl Rose—While on the
subject of The Doors, Axl Rose
(GNR) is very similar to Doors
singer, Jim Morrison. Early in their
careers, both were young, arrogant, eager singers with leanings
toward strange lyrics. Morrison
was, and Axl still is a cult figure
for teenagers. Morrison supposedly died of a drug overdose, and
Rose has been the recipient of
accusations about drug use. Both
men have had problems with the
law, and both have caused problems at the shows that they played.
Axl is not starting to resemble
older Morrison, with his beard
and beer-gut.
Dee-Lite—This one shot
wonder appeared two years ago,
with the song "Groove is in the
Heart." They dressed in the colorful, psychedelic clothes of the sixties.
Bonham—The
band
formed by drummer Jason
Bonham (hence the name) has
recorded two albums. Bonham is
the son of the late John Bonham,
Led Zeppelins' super-drummer.
The music on these albums is a
progression of Led Zeppelin, it is
what Zeppelin would sound like
today. Vocalist Daniel Mac Master
has an almost identical voice to
Robert Plant's.Jason Bonham has
played with the surviving members of Led Zeppelin and carries
with him the thunderous drum-

ming approach that won his father
so much acclaim.
Song Lyrics—Political
songs by Queensryche and others
dealing with issues such as revolution, sexually transmitted diseases, and homelessness show the
social awareness of the protest
songs from the sixties. The Seattle bands are also very socially
conscious, and their material
shows this. Extreme deals with
the topic of war on their latest
album. The song "Warhead" questions war as effectively as Edwin
Starr's Vietnam protest, "War."
Extreme even quotes one of the
fimost famous participants in the
' sixties, JoiuvLennon, in the/tene".
. .someone said give peace a
chance."
Politics—I'm not going to
elaborate or impose any of my
personal political views, but the
Democratic party has been trying
to compare Bill Clinton to John F.
Kennedy. Oliver Stone has dealt
with Kennedy's controversial assassination in movie form a couple
of years ago. We' 11 have to wait to
see if Clinton is will still have an
impact thirty years after he's out.
Malcolm X—The recent
movie by Spike Lee captures
Malcolm X in a powerful documentary. Malcolm X was, of
course, the black rights activist
killed in the sixties. America has
been reintroduced to Malcolm X
and has become fascinated with
him.
Race Relations—Unfortunately, race relations haven't been
drastically improved. In the sixties, schools were being integrated
and times were tense. The black
community lost two activists in
Martin Luther King and Malcolm
X to assassins' bullets. Race riots
were a common occurrence due
to racial prejudice, similar riots
broke out first in Los Angeles,
then across the country only a
year ago, over the Rodney King/
police brutality decision.
the nineties seem to be
shaping up to be shaping up to be
a watered down version of the
sixties. Like it or not, good or bad,
its our culture's way of recycling
everything. So for a trendy gift,
bow about a Beatles wig, Robert
Plant bell-bottoms, or a peace
button. Haves a groovy Christmas, and don't drink too much
egg nog.

Glee Club To Perform Christmas Concert

'Christmas - The World Sings" at Quick Center on Friday, December 11 at 8 p.m.
and Saturday December 12 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for students
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Winter Flicks
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What's Up at the Quick

expresses what I think the major theme of the movie is: "I'm not trying to teach you to hate white people;
I'm just teaching you to love black people."
The final portion of the movie shows Malcolm's demise and eventual assassination.
Malcolm X is a very important movie because, like Gandhi, it depicts the life of a man who was
always misunderstood by so many people. Malcolm was not a villain and he was not prejudice; he was
simply a man who wanted peace.
Rating - 3 1/2 Speeches Out of 4
Passenger 57 - This is a movie for morons. It is a desperate rip-off of the Die Hard films. Director Kevin
Hooks has made a picture that is so predictable and stupid, that I can't believe I stayed to watch the entire
performance.
Basically, watching Passenger 57 is like watching one of those dumb detective shows on prime
time television. It has good guys, bad guys, and a few idiots (in this case, the police) who prevent the good
guy from killing the bad guys sooner because they think he's part of the scam.
Wesley Snipes (the brilliant young actor from New Jack City and White Men Can't Jump) is
wasted here. He plays a security expert who happens to be on board a plane while it is being hijacked by
about six or seven terrorists. Naturally, he must stop the terrorists from stealing the plane and save the
hostages.
One problem with Passenger 57 is that it doesn't really contain any likable characters. Even the
hero is somewhat of a jerk. I couldn't care less if the plane simply crashed and killed them all.
In addition, the movie contains one of the worst, silliest screenplays in recent memory. When
the head bad szuy on the plane is a"sked how he likes his steak, he blurts out, "bloody." Give me a break!
How cornbalhsh can you get?
If you are looking for an action movie. Under Siege starring Steven Seagal is a much better
offering then this one.

Beth Scribner
Staff Writer

*** The Walsh Gallery exhibit, "Art As Activist: Revolutionary Posters From Central and Eastern Europe," continues. Presented
in affiliation with the Smithsonian Institution, this exhibit features
posters that appeared on the streets of cities like Prague, Gdansk, and
Berlin during the revolutions of 1989 and 1990. As powerful statements for freedom, they make for a fascinating exhibit.
The show will continue until December 31st.
Gallery hours are Tuesday-Saturday from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rating - 1 1/2 Hijackings Out of 4
The Bodyguard - This movie will always be remembered as the screen debut of Whitney Houston, but
I will always remember it because of Kevin Costner's interesting portrayal of a bodyguard. He gives an
excellent performance. Unfortunately, none of the other characters are nearly as well-developed or
interesting as his, and it makes for a pretty uneven moviegoing experience.
I would have liked Mick Jackson's film much better if it dealt solely with the life of a bodyguard;
after all, how many movies have been made about men in this profession. Instead, it is about an Ex-Secret
Service Agent who is hired to protect a pop singer/actress who has been receiving death threats in the mail.
The result is a watchable, but predictably routine thriller.
Costner's character is a disturbed, angry man throughout this film. The worst day of his life,
which he has never recovered from, was the day Reagan was shot. When asked why, he replies, "Because
I wasn't working on that shift." When one of the characters asks him what his biggest fear is, Costner says,
"Not being there when the time comes." This bodyguard is such a fascinating character because he is so
devoted to his work. His work is his life. It's a shame that such a well-written protagonist wasn't used
in a better movie.
Whitney Houston's character is not nearly as unique. She is one of those spoiled whiners who
has it all, and she will never be happy unless she gets her own way. Naturally, her crybaby personality
matures as she grows to fall in love with this man who is trying to protect her.
The love affair between Costner and Houston is nice, and it has some tender moments, but it
happens so fast that it is almost unbelievable: One scene has the two of them at each other's throats; the
next scene has them in bed together (I guess they forgive quickly).
The identity of the assassin is too easy to predict, although there are some clever plot twists in
regards to who hired the killer.
The Bodyguard is not a bad film, but it contains such a great title character that it is frustrating
the rest of the movie isn't as praiseworthy.
Lawrence Kasdan, by the way, wrote this script twenty years ago, and it was originally intended
for Steve McQueen and Diana Ross.

*** Tomorrow night and Saturday the 12th, the Fairfield
University Glee Club, Chamber Singers, and Festival Brass will
present their Christmas show, "The World Sings."
Performances are 8 p.m. on Friday and 2 p.m. on Saturday.
Admission is $3 for students, and there is a $5 general
admission.
*** The Nebraska Theatre Caravan presents a holiday treat
with their performance of Charles Dickens' classic tale, "A Christmas
Carol," on Sunday, December 13th. For details, see the larger article
in this section.
Performances are at 3 and 7:30 p.m. and tickets are $10 and
$ 12.50 for students and children. The general admission rate is $20 and
$25.

THE BARKING DOG
BY DARRYL KLUSK0WSKI

Rating - 2 1/2 Death Threats Out of 4
A River Runs Through It - Robert Redford's latest directorial effort has received much critical acclaim,
yet I find it hard to understand why. Sure, it's a likable little movie about family relationships, but it is
so boring and slow that I found myself almost nodding off at times. Redford gives us some beautiful,
picturesque scenes with his camera, but the movie as a whole renders off a feeling of insignificance.
This is a movie about two brothers, and how the activity of fly fishing keeps their family together.
This is all sweet and lovely, but nothing important really happens in this over two hour film until the last
twenty minutes. We watch the lives of these two young men, and a few interesting things happen to them
as they grow older, but, on the whole, these characters are just typical and dull. The only time the movie
attracts attention is when the bond between the brothers is tested by various circumstances.
A River Runs Through It is well-acted and, technically, it is well-made, but the story it offers
wasn't enough to hold my interest for over two hours.

REINDEER?^
The -h»w«lry |*|e of a
l€a4 rein4eeran<Uhe real
reason for hfs g/ow'ng
Schnoz/ Ifa^nendsH/
Co-u)or\i.e.cs 4«l/ *JI.'.'ecC
*Heu*s C«np|«Wyo«WewWll1SCI*us/U.sse
* He's * wiUr^/ tfcftifaly A. P*r*y *«fM«.ll'irrwETv*j

Rating - 2 1/2 Fishing Poles Out of 4

AT GONZAGA AUDITORIUM
TIXS
SOLD
AT DOOR

DEC. 11
FRI.
8:00

DEC. 12
SAT
8:00

DEC. 13
SAT
7:00/9:00
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Dickens' Yuletide Tale Comes
To Fairfield University
Beth Scribner
Staff Writer
Do you find yourself wondering what's so great about the holiday season? Have
you caught yourself scowling at Christmas decorations, flipping past happy holiday songs
on the radio, and mumbling about the bitter cold?
Don't be such a scrooge!
Go to the Quick Center on Sunday and confront the Spirits of Christmas Past,
Present, and Future. At 3 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., the Nebraska Theatre Caravan will present
"A Christmas Carol." This Charles Dickens' tale has transcended time and has proven to
lift the spirits of even the gloomiest of scrooges.
A lively musical adaption of Dickens' classic, it maintains much of the original
dialogue, and the songs are traditional - "Good King Wenceslaus," "Wassail," and "The
Holly and the Ivy" - but the scoring is contemporary and exquisitively beautiful.
Charles Jones, the artistic director of the show, said, "I wanted to keep the spirit
of the story intact while, at the same time, making it somehow new and fresh for modern
audiences."
The freshness of this presentation is also found in the costuming, elaborate sets, and
special effects. The sets resemble gorgeous, old-fashioned Christmas cards, while the
costumes are grandly styled. Special effects herald the appearance ■. "each ghost, including
spinning beds, clanging bells, and cumulus clouds of smoke. The Spirit of Christmas Yet
To Come is awesome in size - almost 20-feet high.
So, don't be a scrooge - quit scowling and get down to the Quick Center. There's
a great Christmas show to be seen that'll really get you into the holiday spirit.

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
WOULD LIKE TO WISH
EVERYBODY HAPPY
HOLIDAYS
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Minor prophet
5 US naval
historian
10 Record
14 Genuine
15 Convex molding
16 Navigator
Tasman
17 Kismet
18 Br. assessment amount

19 Levin and
Gershwin
20 First part of
quotation from
Cicero

1

1
2
3
4

DOWN
Sandy's sound
Main part
Profanity
Magician's
place of
concealment

3

6

a

7

9

10

11

12

13

J5- 36

37

38

'

'
14

16

■

17

19

"
20

22

21

24

23
25

26

27

28~ 29

31

33

32

39

41
44

47
51

30

34

40

43

23 City to Pierre
24 Tiber city
25 Lucky number
28 Rags-to-riches
author
31 Before
32 Family member
35 Sword
39 Rushing stream
41 Labor job
action
43 Concerning
44 Withdraw
46 Papal name
47 Extreme
49 Approaches
51 Not on schedule
53 City on the
Rhine
56 Second part
of quotation
61 Molecule item
62 Hawaiian island
63 Privy to
65 Idem
66 Sharp ridge
67 Brace
68 Third part of
quotation
69 Matched
70 End of quotation

2

by Wilson McBeath

48

45

42

1

46

|

49

52

53

56

57

61

62

65

66

64

69

C1992 Tribune Media Services,
All Rights Reserved

54

SO

55

56

59

1

.
Inc.

60
64

63
67
70

ANSWERS
5 Edible fungus
a 3 i VW N V H 1
3 IN Q H
6 Use
7 Embarrassing
3 w V S
A V i s
3 i 3 a v
situation
1 V N V 1
IN 0 1 V
N 0 N i
8 Young or King
a 0 IN
1 n d IN 3 1 i 3IQ
9 — contenders
■ 1 3 S V ai 13 1 V
10 Custom-made
S y VI 3 N| ■ VI U in
11 Biblical
3 a 31313 spio l S V
0 3 i
patriarch
1 i S|i NTIU a 0 i
a
N
0
M
12 Serenity
a 3 IS I s ■ 3 H 3
3 3 d 3
13 Otherwise
■ a 3 G 1 VI IN 3IA 3 S
21 Laundry cycle
|3 W 0 H| |3 i in A|
22 Cousin of ante
3 a V 1 d OIN S i 3 a 3 H 1
25 Bristle
3 l V 3
1|V 1 V a
26 God of love
S V a 1
27 Upright: abbr.
on 0 A 0 1 V 3 a
1 3 a V
29 — majesty
MJV H V w S 0 IN V
3 d V 1
30 Grating
33 MIT word: abbr.
45 Advisory group 56 Spar
34 End of gang
48 Conducted
57 Ancient
or spin
50 Mischievous
kingdom
36 — Negri
51 Water vessel
58 Zhivago's love
37 Pitcher
in India
59 Biblical
38 Biblical
52 Bouquet
preposition
patriarch
54 Type style
60 Soil
40 Truckdrivers
55 Moved suddenly 64 Comedian Louis
42 Doctrine

l

"■

!■

FREE DELIVERY
334-4142
Any Dinner
Comes
With a

FREE
Liter of Soda

$ 1.50
OFF
Large Pizza!
with one or
more toppings

894 Wood ave Bridgeport Fairfield line

|

MEET TEE

Teachers are
better
than Tapes
However, if you want a maximum of 15 students in your class;
if you want questions answered by your instructor, if you want
guaranteed score increases, call us.

Classes in Fairfield now forming:
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

GMAT begins Dec. 5
GRE begins Dec. 29
LSAT begins Jan. 7
MCAT begins Jan* 30

800/995-5565
LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

CEALIENGEI

Applications are now available for

-J

If'your idea of great test preparation is sitting in aroom with 2535 other students and having your questions answered by a
cassette tape, then go to the other guy.

#

&

RESIDENT
ADVISOR
positions for the 1993-1994 year.
The deadline for applications is
Tuesday, January 26,1993.
■1

PLEASE CALL 254-4215 FOR MORE
INFORMATION, OR
VISIT THE DEPARTMENT OF
RESIDENCE LIFE IN
DOLAN HALL TO PICK
UP YOUR APPLICATION.

<fr
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Stag Skaters Go Down on Buzzer Beater
Ron Delia
Staff Writer
BRIDGEPORT- The
Fairfield University Men's Ice
Hockey team lost to the Iona
Gaels, 5-4, on a goal by forward
Darren Helmold with :06 left in
the third period Saturday night at
the Wonderland of Ice. The loss
drops the Stags to 1 -3 on the season and is especially painful since
it comes at the hands of ECAC
rival Iona.
"The loss was particularly
disappointing since we played
fairly well and were able to get
some quality scoring chances,"
Fairfield coach Dr. John
McCarthy commented after the
game.
McCarthy continued,
"Our power play produced a few
excellent scoring bpp6rtuniti$s-b(tt
■ omltr.l,, °
-'
we were unable to convert them.
Fairfield came out sluggish in the first period, spotting
Iona a 3-1 lead heading into the
first intermission. Stag captain
Peter Lewis recorded the only Stag
goal of the period on a 15-foot
backhander from the slot off a
power play set up by Scott Lindsay and Tim Malay. Lewis also
scored the Stag's third period goal,
rr

and second of three unanswered
second period tallies, on an almost identical play. Again on the
power play, Lewis took a pass
from frosh defenseman Dan
White, moved to the middle of the
ice and ripped a low backhand
shot past Iona goalie John Balogh.
Fairfield also received
second period goals from Mike
Toland and Greg Stone. The duo
teamed up with Rob Haberbush to
form a new line for the Stags, a
line counted on "to generate more
offense" according to McCarthy.
Haberbush responded especially
well to the new combination, setting up both of his linemates' goals
on nifty passes out of the corner.
Unfortunately
for
Fairfield, its scoring line for the
night was complete after the secEhd'stanza. Iona tied the game 4^tn, just over 11 minutes to go
in the third period, and then took
the lead for good on Helmold's
outstanding individual effort at
19:54. A disillusioned Lewis remarked, "It was incredibly frustrating to come back after a horrible first period and blow it at the
end. We had them reeling going
into the third and we let them back
in it. We were brutal."
Fairfield continues to rely

predominantly
on
four
defensemen, freshmen White and
Brian Murray, sophomore David
Dudley, and senior Co-Captain
Marty Pierce. When questioned
about this line-up problem,
McCarthy responded, "We are still
in the process of figuring out our
personnel defensively." Watching the tired foursome carrying
the Stag blueline load, Fairfield
fans can only hope these personnel evaluations are made soon.
Fairfield will host
Wentworth Institute of Technology on Saturday night at 8:00 pm
at Bridgeport's Wonderland of
Ice.
Slap Shots.... Freshman
goaltender Steve Woodward replaced Showky Kaldawy in the
Stag net after the first period.
"Woody" played very well over
the final two periods, making several point-blank saves.... Fairfield
has now lost two in a row after an
8-1 hammering by Suffolk last
Tuesday... Game officials forced
Habbah to leave his guitar in the
locker room, citing an ECAC rule
that permits a player to carry only
one stick at a time... Saturday
night's game is the Stag's last of
the semester.

Intramural Update
Chris Arena
Staff Writer
Raging Mayhem - 53 Dark Side - 36
Mayhem kept their perfect season in tact, defeating the Dark
Side in A league action. With the 3 point line in effect, this game was
hyped to be much closer. The outside shooting of Scott Torello, Matt
Barron, and Jeff Taylor was non-existent though. On the other side,
Mayhem showed their depth and experience to create easy baskets.
Mike McCarthy and Bill Robbins dropped in 12 points apiece. Jim
Cronin added 11 rebounds.
Wedgie Fever - 65 White Bred - 50
There was some controversy as to the implementation of the
3 point line into intramural play. But no complaints came from these
two squads. Neil O'Halloran, said, "thank you, very much," as he led
White Bred with 20 points including six in a row. The Creepy Brothers,
Andy and Harry, were just as pleased as they led the fever with 14 each.
Wedgie Fever remained undefeated and White Bred dropped to 1-2.
Take it to the Hole - 43 Triple Threat - 41
In this week's co-rec action, Lesley Santor led the scoring for
"the Hole" with 18 points. Christine Bottarelli led the defense with six
steals and eight rebounds. Karen Nisbett was the key threat inside and
Ryan Finnegan hit some important three pointers down the stretch to
secure victory.

CUW Church - 50 Long Shots - 23
CUW Church, off to a 4-0 start and holding one of the only
two4-0 records in Men's IM basketball, held off the upstart Long Shots
50-23 last Monday night. Rich Zajkowski led the Church all-stars with
15 points and 10 rebounds, while Brian Keegan and Brian Crocker
added 12 points apiece for CUW Church. Joe Shearn chipped in with
four points and 11 rebounds, as Church went on to an impressive 27
point victory.
A LEAGUE
TEAM OFFENSE(ppp)
Raging Mayhem
53
Wedgie Fever
49
Hangin Low
49
Kelly's Lethal Weapons
48
If you're trying to get an apartment, but
Vanilla Thunder
47
Da Bullz
45.5
the landlord needs references, Chase will
U Owe Me
45
be happy to write a credit reference letter on
Dark Side
44
42
White Bred
your behalf. And that's just one of the
Green Wave
39.5
unique ways we can make your life a little
Scary Monsters
39
35
F.U.
easier at school.
That's because as a
(Zhase cardmember

Sure A Credit Card
Says A Lot About You.
This One Even Talks
To Your Landlord.

you'll receive Chase
Student Services™* —
an entire group of
special benefits created
just for students.
For example,
when you take off
during Winter and

A LEAGUE
TEAM DEFENSE(DDe)
Raging Mayhem
37.3
40.0
Wedgie Fever
Hangin Low
42.0
Kelly's Lethal Weapons
42.5
42.75
Green Wave
43.75
Vanilla Thunder
Dark Side
44.6
Scary Monsters
47.3
47.6
U Owe Me
49.3
F.U.
50.6
White Bred
51.0
Da Bullz

(continued to p. 19)

Spring Break, Chase
Student Travel will

take off with you. In fact, you'll get 5% off
the lowest prices you find on airfares, train
tickets, car rentals and even hotels.
And when you're back at school spending.time on the phone, you don't have to
spend a lot of money. Just sign up for
ChasePhoneSM at no extra charge, and you

3RD ANNUAL
fNTERCOUEGIATE
SKI WEEKS
MT. SUTTOH, CANADA

ONLY $209
Farir in the Snow f

can use your Chase card to make long
5 Day UK Ticket
5 Mights Lodging

distance calls at MCI^'s low rates.
Best of all, these and many other benefits come to you with no annual fee for the
first year.

Legal Age for
Alcohol is 18

So pick up an application on campus
and apply for
your Chase card

(Mountainside Condo)

tflTJrS Mild vOAC^KKC AtunucS

<*V>

<zy^

Jan. 3-8, Jan. 10-15 and Springbroak 93
CALL SKI TRAVEL UNLIMITED

I-800-999-SKI-9

today. No other
card savs so much.
Largest Library of Information in U.S.
19,278 TOPICS ■ ALL SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

E»808-351-0222
Or, rush $2.00 to: Rcsavdili
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A. US Angeles. CA 90025
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Swim Teams Struggle
to Stay Afloat

Hoops Continued...
Women's Big East Woes

ing out six assists. Jennifer Brown, the Stags took a sloppy
McMillan was the second lead- win of 68-58. George led the
ing scorer for Fairfield with ten Stags with 14 points. Doublepoints while Robin Massari and doubles were scored by Sytulek
Carla Johns each chipped in 10 points 11 rebounds and Drew
eight points. Johns led the team Henderson 12 points and 11 rebounds.
in rebounds with nine.
The Stags have looked
The Lady Stags were
blown out in their first game by impressive in the early running.
UConn losing 95-58 in front of George seems to have team leadover 2,600 spectators at UConn. ership all under control. Sytulek
The Lady Stags were unable to is playing like he is on a mission
hold down the powerful UConn and the team is picking up where
squad allowing four players to he leaves off. Henderson on the
score 17 points or more. other hand has played in the
Abromovitch and freshman shadow of the two "stars." His
point guard Christine Fryer led performances have been far from
spectacular. The boards are still
Fairfield with ten points each.
The Lady Stags trav- there and the points are still lackeled to St. John's next. Thjey ing-same old story. Congratulatook a 32-31 lead into the iflclflr0 tions to all the; freshman, esperoom at,half tlme^^e^
outscored in the second half and photo) who earneda starting spot
lost 69-55. Abromovitch led the at point guard in the past three
team in scoring with 24 points games.
and freshman Trinette Tucker
added twelve for the Lady Stags. Massari contributed ten points and
eight rebounds.
The fact that the Lady Stags have lost their first three
games does not necessarily foreshadow a bad season. They lost their
first four games of the season last year but finished up 16-13. The
solid play of Abromovitch and the immediate contributions made
by the freshmen players are things the Lady Stags can build on.
Fairfield hosts Columbia, Hartford, and Coppin State in
the Warner's Classic this weekend. Columbia squares off against
Hartford at 6:00 PM Friday night followed by the Fairfield-Coppin
State contest at 8:00 PM. The consolation game and championship
will be played Saturday afternoon.

Women set school records in opener Keegan takes men's
diving competition
but lack consistency
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer
The Fairfield women's
swim team opened the winter
1992-1993 season on October 31
against St. Peter's and came out a
103-74 winner.
In the process, two school
records were set: one in the 100
meter back stroke by Jessica
DiFiore and one in the 100 meter
breast stroke by Danielle Raccasi.
In diving, Catherine Bassi took
first place in both the 1 meter and
3 meter events.
On November 3rd, the
Lady Stags lost to Fordham by a
130-108 margin, though DiFiore
set a new school record in the 200
meter back stroke and Bassi once
again took both diving events.
Next up for Fairfield was
Marist on November 10th and
despite winning six events, Marist
prevailed 157-138. Sheila Leary
won the 1000 meter and 50 meter
freestyles, Danielle Forbes won
the 100 and 200 meter freestyles,
and DiFiore won the 100 and 200
meter backstroke events. Next
the Lady Stags traveled to Rhode
Island and lost 135-102. Bassi
continued her impressive diving
by winning both events while
Forbes won the 100 and 50 meter
freestyles.
Fairfield got back on the
winning track at Central Connecticut on November 19th by winning with an impressive score of
133-87. The 200 meter medley
relay teams took 3 of the top 4
places with the team of Bannon,

Brian Lockhart
Staff Writer

Nicole Farraye, Meghan Fox and
Anne Gallagher taking first. Jessica Bannon also won the 100
meter free style and Bassi continued her dominance in the diving
though barely edging out teammate Marianne Alf for first place
in the three meter event.
On November 21st, the
Lady Stags returned home to play
Seton Hall and were defeated 15197. Fairfield only won two events
—the 800 meter freestyle (Leary)
and the 1 meter diving (Bassi).
However, the Lady Stags bounced
back against St. Francis on November 30th and won 120-70.
Fairfield won 9 out of 14 events
including Terri Yaegel's win in
the 800 meter free style, and the
impressive medley relay team of
DiFiore, Elizabeth McLoughlin,
Leary and Bannon.
Last Saturday against
New Hampshire, the Lady Stags
lost 132-106, but Forbes took the
200 meter freestyle, Raccasi won
the 200 meter breast stroke, the
400 meter free style relay team
finished first (Kristin Heald,
Maureen Manion, Leary and
Farraye), and Bassi as usual won
the diving events.
The Fairfield diving team,
composed of returners Bassi and
Lyn Campanella, and new divers
Alf, Christina Wood, Jennifer
Zacharcyzk and Jessica Flaherty,
is looking impressive and will help
add to the swim team wins for the
remainder of the season.
Next up for the Lady Stags
is Saturday, December 12th at
Rider College at 1:00 pm.

Intramural Update (Continued)

The men's swimming
team suffered defeat, by the tally
of 157-72, at the hands of the
University of New Hampshire last
Saturday. The loss to UNH
dropped the Stags season record
to a difficult 0-7. Despite the
seventh consecutive meet without a victory since the winter season opened, Fairfield did experience several individual successes!
For one, senior Shawn Keegan
continued his outstanding season
taking the victory in the 1 meter
diving competition with a score
of 184.275. Althoughhefell short
of the victory, Emmanuel "J.C:"
Hippolito, a freshman from Pennsylvania, placed second with an
impressive time of 3:01.84 in the
200 breast stroke. In fact, this
time was better than his last time
in the last meet on November 30th
in which he won the event.
Fairfield wads downed in that
meet by St. Francis, 115-91. Also
impressive this season has been
Chris McTague, a sophomore,
who defeated a pool record in the
100 meter back
stroke.
The
Stag's final meet
before Christmas
break is on Saturday at Rider. The
team's next home
meet is during the
break against the
University of
Maryland/ Baltimore County on
January 8th.

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK: THE UNDEFEATED TEAMS
A-LEAGUE
B-League
C-League
Kelly's Lethal Weapons 4-0 Jogues Men 3-0 CUW Church 4-0
Raging Mayhem
3-0 The Hitmen 3-0 Last Chance 2-0
H-Bomb
2-0
Wedgie Fever
3-0
Goon Squad 2-0
Wonder Bred 4-0
CO-REC
Men with Breasts 4-0
Hoopla
3-0
Hot Bags
2-0

WOMEN
On the Rebound 5-0
Nutmegs
3-0
Runnin' Women 2-0

MIKfTS

The Place to be.
• A0' *r

Proper ID required

FOXY LOCKS HAIR SALON
r

•Cuts* Coloring* Perms*Hi-Lites*

CHICKEN & SEAFOOD

i
L.

259-5888"

1275 Post Rd. (Brickwalk)
NEXXUS.PAUL MITCHELL.BIOLAGE.RUSK

Family Operate*
Business

Available For A Day, Week, Month or More
Applicants are welcome to come In

SOUTHERN FRIED

CHICKEN

temporary Service^

NORTH OF THE MASON/DIXON LINE!
You can be in and out in a very few minutes
with food that tastes like it took hours.

386-1782
39 Stonybrook Rd. Strfd.

Chicken Dinner.1; include potatoes, gravy, cole slaw & roll

isi
i&

10% OFF ANY MEAL
W/STUDENT I.D.
I Catering Service Available

2938 FAIRFIELD AVENUE • BLACK ROCK
(Diagonal from Blackrock Castle)
335-9996

Hip, Hip,
Bouquet

1
I
J

We are offering $5.00 off
any hair service
with this ad

Attention Students: Work During Winter Break

FRILD CHOLESTEROL OIL

FREE DELIVERY

Men Enjoying Title

Z~tg*-

It's the end of the semester send someone three cheers
and show them you care.
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Accountants/Bookkeepers
Secretaries
Typists
Word Processors
Data Entry/Key Punch
Clerical
Light Industrial
Lab Technicians

':"■:■:'■

Co&Ucrde^
florist and Gardens

Credit Cant phone orders welcome
259-3846
" Post Road, Southport, CT
064 :~
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Stags Grab Tournament Title
Fred Vital
Asst. Sports Editor
The Stags went on a 165 run in the second half to secure
the championship of the Independent Mortgage Classic. The run
was led by senior guard Kevin
George, who scored 19 of his 22
points in the second half of the
game and was 4-6 from the three
point line. The Stags went on to
win
89-76
over
UNCWilmington.
Scott Sytulek, who
earned the Tournament MVP honors, led the game in points with 28
and shot 10-12 from the field. He
also led the Stags in rebounds
with seven. Sytulek followed
along with George in the second
half. The two took the game into
their own hands in the second
half. Sytulek said after the game,
"Tonight we beat a really good
team for something that was special-the championship. Not often
to you get to play for a championship, whether it's a conference
championship or an NCAA championship. You've got to take advantage of it and tonight we did. I
think its going to give us even
more confidence."
The run was hiszhlichted

by Sytulek's slam dunk to put the
Stags up by eight and forced UNC
to call a time-out. Sytulek went
on to add another lay-up and shoot
a three pointer. George ended the
run with back to back three pointers which extended the Stags lead
to 14 and put the game away.
Fairfield Coach Paul
Cormier added, " I'm delighted
with the win. Ifeltforthistimeof
year we played pretty well. I'm
also happy the way the kids are
responding offensively. It's time
for this program to make a statement regarding it's wins and
losses."

The Stags were able to
hold their composure and ward
off the UNC spurts unlike last
season. They are playing with a
lot more confidence than previous seasons. The Stags are in very
good position to go 5-0 which
would be history in the making.
Not even in the glory days of
Stags basketball has a team gone
5-0 to open up the season. Next
up on the schedule are Harvard
(good chance to win), Maine (another good chance), and UConn
(no comment necessary).
In the first game against

Brian Marks
Sports Editor

Abromovitch scores 1,000th
Staff Writer

The good news is that
Kate Abromovitch reached the
1.000 point mark. The bad news is
that the Lady Stags squandered an
ten point lead to Central Connecticut, losing 68-67 at the
opponent's arena.
The loss leaves Fairfield
at 0-3.
Abromovitch surpassed
the 1.000 point landmark by
knocking down a three pointer in
the first half. The senior co-captain became the tenth Fairfield
player ever to reach the much
honored mark.
Unfortunately it occurred in a losing effort. Fairfield

Stag Tourney:
Great Performance,
Weak Atmosphere

(continued to p. 19)

Lady Stags Off to Sluggish Start
Jamie Maloney

B.M.O.C.

went into the second half with a
41-33 lead with 4:19 left in the
contest but could only score two
more points in the final four minutes, two foul shots by
Abromovitch. Melissa Prindiville
(27 points) scored six unanswered
points for Central Connecticut to
lake a 68-65 lead before
Abromovitch converted on the
two foul shots to close the lead to
one with 39 seconds left. Fairfield
couldn't get any closer and Central snapped a seven game winning streak that Fairfield possessed over them.
Abromovitch led the
way for the Lady Stags scoring 24
points, hitting four out of five
three point attempts while dish-

(continued to p. 19)

Sloppy play keeps ladies
from winning
Fred Vital
Asst. Sports Editor
The struggling Lady
Stags ended their streak losing to
Seton Hall 61-50. The Stags lost
their first home opener since the
program went Division I in 1981 82."
Kate Abromovitch led
the Lady Stags once again with a
19 point effort, 15 in the second
hall'. She was 7- II from the field
and 3-7 from three point land.
Her play has been exceptionally
well, even with her shin cast. The
only other player worth noting
was Robin Massari who scored a
double-double with 13 rebounds
and 12 points. One fan commented that by his count the Lady
Stags missed their first 17 shots.
The Ladies turned the ball over 24
times to bring the total to 98 over
the past four games.
The Lady Stags look out
of focus in their past games. They
blew a ten point lead at Central
Conn, and seemed out of the game
against Seton Hall. The Ladies
are not playing together. On offense they're running into each
other and on defense no one is
helping out on the weak side. The
Lady Stags need to step back and
regain the confidence. Playing
the Big East in the past three out
of four is tough but the experience
will pay off later in the season.
The Lady Stags are 0-11 against
Big East schools since 1989-90.
With the Warner's Classic bringing a bit easier competition the
Lady Stags should rebound and
be ready for MAAC play.

Simply put, it was one of the greatest accomplishments
in recent history for the Fairfield men's basketball team. A
seemingly bigger, stronger team came into the "Fearsome Forest"
at Alumni Hall off a twelve point victory over North Carolina
State of the ACC, and a one point victory in the first round of the
tournament over Florida International, who opened their season
with a victory over the University of Miami of the Big East. The
team was the University of North Carolina at Wilmington and
they were heavily favored in most people's eyes to defeat the
Stags in the tournament championship.
So, how did the Stags, a consistently disappointing team
over the past three seasons, meet the challenge of a top notch
competitor this early in the season? The Stags handled the UNCW
Seahawks in an unbelievably impressive fashion. This was one of
the most aggressive, fast-paced, and physical games I've seen a
Fairfield men's basketball team play in a long time.
Those fans who were present got to see the emergence of
a star in sophomore forward Scott Sytulek. the shooting of
Sytulek and senior guard Kevin George ignited the Stags offense
en route to pulling away from UNCW, and the team's 89 points
made a spectator believe that they were seeing a big time college
offense.
A
However, as good as the basketball played in Alumni
Hall was-this past weekend, the atmosphere in there surely did not
give one the feeling of being at a Division 1 basketball tournament. For starters, just the^fmple fact that literally eighty percent
of the crowd (students, townspeople, players, and coaches) emptied out of Alumni Halj^efore the second game even started. This
illustrates a lack of love for college basketball in this school and
in this area. But, what it really shows is what a poor decision was
made in having the Stags play in the first game of their own
tournament at 6:00.1 mean you are liable to get more people fired
up for a later game, plus people would have shown up a little early
for the Stags game and gotten to see the exciting finish of a great
game between UNCW and Florida International, perhaps two of
the best teams that will enter Alumni Hall this year. I really don't
know of any other tournaments where the host team plays the first
game. Syracuse plays the second game in their Carrier Classic.
Okay, complaint number two. Why wouldn't you have
your varsity cheerleaders cheerleading in the championship game
of your own tournament? I can't think of a more fitting game to
cheer for. I mean most people's highlight Friday night was
watching John Mitchell go one for three lifting up his partner.
Complaint number three is that the public address announcer for Fairfield, Mr. Jim Fitzpatrick, who I think is an
excellent announcer and could be the next Brent Musberger, talks
during the timeouts when the Screaming Stags are trying to play
some music. How can the Screaming Stags get the fans and the
players pumped up like in most arenas when their sound is
competing against "there are refreshments available in the rear of
Alumni Hall" and other statements that the fans aren't concerned
about. Also, at half time little kids were running all over the court,
something that wasn't even allowed at high school games. Basically, what I am saying is that if it weren't for the superb play of
the Stags, I would have thought I was at a high school tournament.
However, the fans are improving, although the lack of
"red" doesn't do much for making Alumni Hall a difficult place
for opponents to play. Overall, the tournament was a major step
forward for the Fairfield basketball team. Now, everyone else
associated with the program must learn that this is a Division I
program, not a high school one.

This Week:
Inside Sports...

Men Win Tourney;
Women9s Hoops;
Men's and Women's
Swimming

Next Week:
Merry Christmas
from Fred and
Brian

